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I. INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the Paper Task Fo rc e’s re c o m m e n d a t i o n s
and implementation options for buying paper products made
with environmentally preferable manufacturing processes. It
also provides a summary of the supporting rationale for the
recommendations and an ove rv i ew of pulp and paper manu-
facturing pro c e s s e s .

How Is Pulp and Paper Manufacturing 
Relevant to Purchasers?

Pulp and paper manufacturing accounts for the vast majority of
the environmental impacts of the paper lifecycle. The manufac-
turing process that transforms wood from trees into thin, uniform
paper products re q u i res the intensive use of wood, energy and
chemicals. This process also consumes thousands of gallons of a
finite re s o u rce, clean water, to make each ton of paper. Po l l u t i o n
literally re p resents a waste of these re s o u rces, in the form of air
emissions, waterborne wastes (effluent), solid waste and waste
heat. Among primary manufacturing industries, for example,
paper manufacturing is the fourth-largest user of energy and the
largest generator of wastes, measured by we i g h t .1

The paper industry and the nation’s environmental laws
h a ve done much to reduce the environmental impacts of pulp
and paper manufacturing over the last 25 years. In this
re s o u rc e - i n t e n s i ve industry, howe ve r, environmental issues will
always be an intrinsic part of manufacturing, especially since
a w a reness of these impacts has increased among communities
near mills and customers alike. Fo rt u n a t e l y, there are many
ways to reduce these impacts. 

The concept of pollution pre ve n t i o n forms the foundation of
the Paper Task Fo rc e’s recommendations on pulp and paper
manufacturing. Po l l u t i o n - p re vention approaches use re s o u rc e s
m o re efficiently and thus reduce pollution at the source as
opposed to “e n d - o f - t h e - p i p e” p o l l u t i o n - c o n t ro l a p p ro a c h e s .

As this chapter will show, it is in paper users’ interest to send
c l e a r, long-term signals of their pre f e rence for paper products made
using pollution-pre vention approaches. Over the last two ye a r s
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This chapter and the Paper Task Force recommendations on pulp

and paper manufacturing are intended to:

• Enhance the awareness and knowledge of purchasers and users

of paper, by providing clear information on several pulp and paper

manufacturing processes and their environmental performance. 

• Formulate a number of simple actions that purchasers can take

to purchase paper made with environmentally preferable manufac-

turing processes.

• Provide specific guidance that purchasers can use to incorpo-

rate an assessment of the environmental performance of pulp and

paper manufacturing processes as an explicit purchasing crite-

rion, along with more traditional criteria such as availability, cost

and product performance.
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paper manufacturers have built up cash re s o u rces as a result of
recent high paper prices and are preparing for their next round of
i n vestments. The time is right for purchasers to use the market to
send a signal about their long-term environmental pre f e re n c e s .

Overview of the Chapter
The presentation in this chapter builds in sequence through six
major sections:
• An overview of the pulp and paper manufacturing process. For

readers not familiar with pulp and paper manufacturing, this
section defines the basic concepts and technical terms that are
used in the recommendations. The section begins by describ-
ing the raw materials and other inputs used in pulp and paper
manufacturing, such as wood, water, chemicals and energy.
The section next explains how these inputs are transformed
into products in the pulp and paper manufacturing process.
Since manufacturing is not 100% efficient, wastes are also
generated in manufacturing. Ap p roaches to reducing or man-
aging these wastes through pollution prevention and pollu-
tion control are described in the last parts of this section.

All major virgin and re c ycled-fiber pulping and paper
manufacturing technologies used in No rth America are
described in this section. Bleached kraft pulp, which is used
to make white paper products, is described in somewhat more
detail than other technologies. Bleached kraft pulp makes up
approximately 46% of virgin pulp production in the United
States. It is used in the highest-value paper products and raises
some unique environmental issues as compared to other pulp
manufacturing technologies. 

• The environmental and economic context for the recommenda-
tions. This section provides the environmental and economic
rationale for using pollution-pre vention approaches in manu-
facturing. We also explain how pre f e rences expressed by paper
users influence the strategy and timing of paper suppliers’
investments in manufacturing.

• The re c o m m e n d a t i o n s, with additional environmental and
economic rationale and discussion of the availability of differ-
ent types of paper products. The eight recommendations fall
into two categories:

– Minimum-impact mills – the goal of which is to minimize nat-
ural re s o u rce consumption (wood, water, energy) and mini-
m i ze the quantity and maximize the quality of releases to air,
water and land thro u g h :

a. a vision and commitment to the minimum-impact mill
b. an environmental management system
c. manufacturing technologies

– Product reformulation by changing the types of pulps used
in paper products

• Implementation options, which provide paper purchasers with
several techniques for applying the descriptive information in
the recommendations to their purchasing decisions.

• Answers to frequently asked questions about environmental and
economic issues in pulp and paper manufacturing. 

• Appendices that contain additional data and analysis in sup-
port of the Task Force’s recommendations and presentations
in the chapter.

II. OVERVIEW OF PULP AND PAPER 
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

While purchasers are familiar with the specifications and per-
formance requirements of the papers they buy, they are often
less familiar with how paper is made. This overview provides a
brief description of the papermaking process and defines key
terms that are used in the recommendations. 

The papermaking process consists of three basic steps that
transform cellulose fibers in wood, recovered waste paper and
other plants into paper: 
• First, the raw material is pulped to produce usable fibers
• Second, in the case of many white paper products, the pulp is

bleached or brightened
• Third, the pulp is made into paper 

The basic steps of the pulp and papermaking process are
illustrated in Figure 1.

Paper has always been made from cellulose, an abundant nat-
ural fiber obtained from plants. In early papermaking pro c e s s e s ,
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the plant containing the fiber was cut into small pieces and
mashed in water to isolate the fibers. The resulting slurry was
then poured into a wire mesh mold; excess water was pressed
out and the sheet of paper was dried. Although these funda-

mental steps remain at the essence of papermaking operations,
the scale and complexity of pulping and papermaking processes
h a ve changed dramatically in the last century. The vast majority
of paper producers now use wood as the source of cellulose
fiber, which requires the additional application of energy and
chemicals in the pulping stage to obtain usable fiber. So m e

paper products also use coatings, fillers and other additives to
meet specific performance re q u i rements, such as a smooth
printing surface.

Raw Materials and Other Inputs
The papermaking process requires four major inputs: a source
of fiber, chemicals, energy and water.

1. Fiber Sources

Wood is a composite material consisting of flexible cellulose
fibers bonded together and made rigid by a complex organic
“g l u e” called lignin. Slightly less than half of the wood in the tre e
is actually made up of the cellulose fibers that are desired for
making paper. The remainder of the tree is lignin, wood sugars
and other compounds. Separating the wood fibers from the
lignin is the task of chemical pulping processes, described below.

Softwood trees contain more lignin than hardwoods.2 Soft-
wood fibers also are longer and coarser than hardwood fibers.
Softwood fibers give paper its strength to withstand stretching
and tearing, while hardwood fibers provide a smooth surface.3

The greater amount of lignin present in softwoods means that
more chemicals and energy must be applied to separate lignin
from fiber in the kraft pulping process, as described below. 

A wide array of non-wood plants also serve as a raw material
for paper, especially in countries that lack forests. No n - w o o d
fibers can be grouped into annual crops, such as flax, kenaf and
hemp, and agricultural residues, such as rye, and wheat straw,
and fiber from sugar cane (bagasse). Annual crops are often
g rown specifically for paper production, while agricultural
residues are by-products of crops grown for other uses.

Re c ove red fiber comes from used paper items obtained fro m
re c ycling collection programs (see Chapter 3). Pa p e r - re c yc l i n g
p rofessionals re c o g n i ze numerous grades and sub-grades of re c ov-
e red paper, such as old newspapers, old corrugated containers and
s o rted office paper.4 Many of the pro p e rties of specific grades of
re c ove red paper that make them desirable or undesirable in spe-
cific re c ycled paper products are determined by the process used
in manufacturing the virgin pulp and paper when it was first
made. For example, the strong brown fibers of a corrugated box
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a re well suited to be used again in the same product, but are ve ry
unlikely to be used in newspapers or magazines. 

The pro p e rties of re c ove red paper used in re c yc l i n g - b a s e d
manufacturing processes are also determined by the presence of
contaminants added to the paper or picked up in the separation
of recovered paper from solid waste or in the recycling collec-
tion process. These different contaminants can include, for
example, different types of ink, wax and clay coatings, non-fiber
filler materials used in the paper, adhesives, tape, staples and
pieces of plastic, metal and dirt.

2. Chemicals

Manufacturing pulp and paper from wood is a chemical-inten-
sive process. Kraft and sulfite pulping, described in more detail
below, cook wood chips in a chemical solution to dissolve the
lignin that binds the fibers together.5 The cleaning and process-
ing of recovered paper fiber uses a solution of caustic soda6 to
separate the fibers, as do some mechanical pulping pro c e s s e s .
Mills also use combinations of chlorine- and ox y g e n - b a s e d
chemicals to bleach or brighten the pulp. Numerous coatings,
fillers and other additives are added to the pulp during the
papermaking process to facilitate manufacturing and meet the
functional requirements of different types of paper.7

3. Energy

Pulp and paper mills use a combination of electricity and steam
throughout the papermaking process. Mills consume about 31
million Btu’s of energy to produce a ton of paper or paperboard .
To put this energy consumption in perspective, occupants of an
average suburban U.S. home consume this much energy in two
months.8

The source of this energy depends on the type of pulping
process. Chemical pulping processes have special recovery sys-
tems that allow them to convert wood waste from the pulping
p rocess into electricity and steam. Mechanical pulping pro c e s s e s
(described below) that conve rt more of the wood into pulp have
less wood waste to burn, and there f o re must purchase electricity
or fossil fuels to meet their energy needs.

The purchased energy used by pulp and paper mills can
come from a variety of sources, such as hyd roelectric powe r,
natural gas, coal or oil. The mill itself may have systems for gen-

erating energy from all of these sources, or may purc h a s e
electricity from utilities.

4. Wa t e r

Water is the basic process medium of pulp and paper
manufacturing; it carries the fibers through each
manufacturing step and chemical treatment, and
separates spent pulping chemicals and the com-
plex mixture of organic residues from the pulp.
Papermaking processes use signif icant
amounts of water. Average water use ranges
f rom about 11,600 to 22,000 gallons per
ton of product depending on the processes
used and the products made at the mill.9

Pulp and Paper Manufacturing
Pulp manufacturing consists of one or two basic steps,
depending on whether the final product re q u i res white
p u l p. T h e re are two general classes of processes. In m e c h a n-
ical pulping, mechanical energy is used to physically separate
the fibers from the wood. In chemical pulping, a combination of
chemicals, heat and pre s s u re breaks down the lignin in the

T Y P EO FP U L P T H O U S A N D S OF P E R C E N TAGE OF 
S H O RT TO N S TOTAL PRODUCTION

Kraft pulp total 54,150 79%
bleached and semi-bleached 31,287 46%

hardwood 16,526 24%
softwood 14,761 22%

unbleached 22,863 34%
Papergrade sulfite 1,423 2%
Semichemical 4,408 6%
Mechanical pulp total 7,168 11%

stone and refiner groundwood 3,281 5%
thermomechanical 3,887 6%

Dissolving and special alpha 1,227 2%
Total, all grades 68,126

Source: Preliminary capacity estimates for 1995. American Forest & Paper Association, 1995 Statistics, Paperboard and Wood Pulp, Sept., 1995, p. 35.

Table 1
United States Capacity to Produce Wood Pulp

(Excluding Construction Grades)
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wood so that it can be washed away from the cellulose
fibers. For white paper products, the pulp undergoes

additional chemical treatment, colloquially known as
bleaching, to re m ove additional lignin and/or

brighten the pulp. The processing of re c ove re d
(used) paper first separates the paper fibers from

each other and then re m oves contaminants float-
ing in the pulp slurry.

Table 1 illustrates the estimated pro d u c t i o n
capacity of different types of virgin pulp
manufacturing processes in the Un i t e d

States in 1995. Chemical pulp produced by the
kraft process accounts for 79% of total produc-

tion capacity, and bleached and semi-bleached pulp
accounts for 46% of total production capacity.

1. Mechanical Pulp Production

T h e re are several types of mechanical pulping pro c e s s e s .
In stone gro u n d w o o d p rocesses, wood is pressed against a

grindstone in the presence of water and the fibers are sepa-
rated from the wood, hence the term “g ro u n d w o o d” pulp.

Pre s s u r i zed gro u n d w o o d p rocesses are similar, but operate at
higher pre s s u re to produce a stronger pulp. In t h e rm o m e c h a n i-
cal pulping (TMP), steam is applied to wood chips, which are
then pressed between two large, rotating disks, known as re f i n-
e r s. As shown in Fi g u re 2, these steps physically separate the
wood into fibers. These mechanical pulping methods typically
c o n ve rt 90-95% of the wood used in the process into pulp.
( Fi g u re 2 and other figures describing pulp and paper manu-
facturing processes are simplified in order to convey major
points. Mo re realistic and complex diagrams can be found in
technical re f e rence books.10)

The c h e m i t h e rmomechanical pulping (CTMP) p rocess exposes
wood chips to steam and chemicals before separating the fibers.
The resulting pulps are stronger than other mechanical pulps
and re q u i re less electrical energy to produce. CTMP can be
bleached to produce bleached chemithermomechanical pulps
(BCTMP) with yields of 87-90%.11

Mechanical pulps are also known as h i g h - y i e l d pulps because
they conve rt almost all of the wood used in the process to
p a p e r. T h e re f o re, as compared to chemical pulping pro c e s s e s ,
f ewer trees are re q u i red to produce a ton of pulp. Be c a u s e
mechanical processes use most of the tree, the pulps contain
lignin, which may cause the paper to ye l l ow when exposed to
sunlight. This is what happens when a newspaper is left out-
doors for a few days. The naturally low lignin content of cer-
tain hardwood species allows the production of high-brightness
mechanical pulps, such as hardwood BCTMP, and reduces this
change in brightness and color.1 2

The short, stiff fibers produced in mechanical pulping
p rocesses provide a smooth printing surface and greater opac-
i t y, as compared to chemical pulps. They also are comparative l y
i n e x p e n s i ve to produce, but have about half the strength of
kraft pulps. Mechanical pulps are there f o re generally unsuit-
able for applications where strength is important, which typi-
cally means packaging. Mechanical pulps are used in
n ewsprint, magazines and other applications that re q u i re opac-
ity at low basis weight and are sometimes blended with soft-
wood kraft pulp in these uses.
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Production of Mechanical Pulp



2. Chemical Pulp Production

Two chemical pulping processes, kraft and sulfite pulping, isolate
cellulose fibers by dissolving the lignin in the wood. Almost all the
chemical pulp in the United States is produced by the kraft process. 

In the kraft process, as illustrated in Fi g u re 3, wood chips are
cooked with chemicals and heat in a large vessel called a d i g e s t e r.
Once the lignin has been dissolved and the wood chips have
been conve rted to pulp, the pulp is washed to separate it fro m
the “black liquor,” a mix of spent pulping chemicals, degraded
lignin by - p roducts and extractive compounds. The unbleached
kraft pulp at this point is dark brown. Its long, strong fibers are
used in gro c e ry bags and corrugated shipping containers. Ab o u t
95% of the lignin is re m oved from the wood fibers in the pulp-
ing process. To make white paper, the unbleached kraft pulp
must undergo additional processing to re m ove the re m a i n i n g
lignin and brighten the pulp.

The chemical re c ove ry process is an integral part of the
kraft pulping process. In this process, water is re m oved fro m
the black liquor in a series of evaporators. The concentrated
black liquor is then sent to a ve ry large, special furnace called
the re c ove ry boiler. The organic wood residue in the black
liquor has a significant energy content and is burned near the
top of the re c ove ry boiler to produce steam for mill opera-
tions. At the base of the re c ove ry boiler, the used pulping
chemicals accumulate in a molten, lava-like smelt. After fur-
ther chemical treatment and processing at the mill, these
chemicals are reused in the pulping process. T h rough this
internal re c ycling process, most chemical re c ove ry systems
re c over about 99% of the pulping chemicals.1 3 Mo re ove r,
modern kraft pulp mills are generally self-sufficient in their
use of energy due to their ability to burn wood by - p ro d u c t s .
The water from the evaporators is usually clean enough to be
used in other parts of the mill.

The sulfite process, an older process, accounts for less than
2% of U.S. pulp production. Sulfite mills use different chemi-
cals to remove the lignin from the wood fibers. First, sulfurous
acid (H2S O3) chemically modifies the lignin;1 4 then exposure
to alkali15 makes the lignin soluble in water. The sulfite process
produces different types of lignin by-products than does the 

Figure 3
Bleached Kraft Pulp Production: Pulping
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kraft process. Some sulfite mills sell these lignin by - p ro d u c t s
rather than re c over the chemicals. The sulfite process produces a
weaker pulp than the kraft process and can use wood fro m
fewer tree species.

3. Recovered Fiber Pulping and Cleaning

Fi g u re 4 p rovides a simplified diagram of a re c ove red paper
cleaning and processing system. The first step in all conve n t i o n a l
re c ycling-based pulping operations is to separate the fibers in the
paper sheet from each other. This is done in a h yd ra p u l p e r, a large
vessel filled with re c ove red paper and water with a rotor at the
bottom, like a giant blender. Ink, dirt, plastic and other contam-
inants are also detached from the paper fibers in this step. Su b-
sequently the mill applies a variety of mechanical pro c e s s i n g
steps to separate the fibers from the contaminants in the pulp
s l u r ry. Achieving a near-complete re m oval of contaminants is
most critical for d e i n k i n g systems used to make pulp for printing
and writing paper, tissue and new s p r i n t .1 6

Mechanical separation equipment includes coarse and fine
screens, centrifugal cleaners, and dispersion or kneading units
that break apart ink particles. Deinking processes use special
systems aided by soaps or surfactants to wash or float ink and
other particles away from the fiber. A minority of deinking sys-
tems also use chemicals that cause ink particles from photocopy
machines and laser-jet computer printers to agglomerate into
clumps so they can be screened out.

4. Bleaching

a. Mechanical Pulps
For most types of paper produced by the groundwood and T M P
p rocesses, non-chlorine-based chemicals, such as hyd rogen per-
oxide, brighten the pulp to produce pulps of 60-70 GE bright-
ness. Ha rdwood BCTMP pulps can achieve levels of 85-87 GE
brightness. 90 GE brightness is considered a high-brightness
p u l p. As a point of comparison, newsprint is 60-65 GE bright-
ness, and standard photocopy paper grades are 83-86 brightness.
Pulp is produced at high brightness levels, because 1-2 points of
brightness are lost in the papermaking process. See the Ex p l a n a-
tion of Key Terms and Ab b reviations for an explanation of how
brightness is measured. For further discussion, see the Answe r s
to Frequently Asked Questions at the end of this chapter.
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Figure 4
Recovered Fiber Deinking Process



b. Kraft Pulps
In the bleaching process for chemical pulps, more selective
chemicals re m ove the remaining lignin in the pulp and
brighten the brown, unbleached pulp to a white pulp. As
s h own in Fi g u re 5, mills generally employ three to five bleach-
ing stages and wash the pulp between each stage to dissolve the
degraded lignin and separate it from the fibers. The first two
bleaching stages generally re m ove the remaining lignin while
the final stages brighten the pulp. 

Mills have traditionally used elemental chlorine with a small
amount of chlorine dioxide, which are strong oxidants, to bre a k
d own the remaining lignin in the unbleached kraft pulp. In
response to the discove ry of dioxin dow n s t ream from pulp mills
in 1985, most bleached pulp mills have reduced, and some have
eliminated, elemental chlorine from the bleaching process, usu-
ally by substituting chlorine dioxide. Bleaching processes that
substitute chlorine dioxide for all of the elemental chlorine in the
bleaching process are called elemental chlorine-free (ECF) pro c e s s e s.

Lignin is a complex organic compound that must be chemi-
cally broken down to separate the fibers. Degrading lignin using
chlorine and chlorine dioxide creates hundreds of different types
of chlorinated and non-chlorinated organic compounds. In the
second stage of the bleaching sequence, following the application
of chlorine dioxide, the pulp is exposed to a solution of caustic
(sodium hyd roxide) to dissolve the degraded lignin in water so
that it can be washed out of the pulp. The degraded lignin by -
p roducts are a major source of organic waste in the effluent fro m
the pulp mill. These first two bleaching stages account for 85-
90% of the color and organic material in the effluent from the
bleach plant.1 7 In the final bleaching stages, chlorine dioxide or
h yd rogen peroxide are currently used to brighten the pulp.

c. Sulfite Pulps
The unbleached pulp manufactured in the sulfite process is a
c reamy beige color, instead of the dark brown of unbleached
kraft pulp. This means that sulfite pulps can be bleached to a
high brightness without the use of chlorine compounds. T h e
handful of sulfite paper mills operating in the United St a t e s
h a ve traditionally used elemental chlorine and sodium
hypochlorite as bleaching agents. These mills are now shifting
to totally chlorine-free (TC F ) bleaching processes that use hyd ro -
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gen peroxide in order to comply with regulations and
reduce their generation of chloroform, dioxins and other

chlorinated organic compounds.

d. Recovered Fiber Pulps
At least 63% of recovered fiber pulps consumed by

paper mills in the United States are used in appli-
cations that do not re q u i re them to be bright-
ened, such as containerboard or 100% recycled

p a p e r b o a rd packaging.1 8 Deinked pulps used
in newsprint, tissue and printing and writing
papers re q u i re less brightening than virgin

bleached kraft pulps because they have
already been processed (bleached) once. 

In the past, some deinking mills have used ele-
mental chlorine, sodium hypochlorite or chlorine

d i oxide to strip dyes from used colored paper and to
brighten the pulp. The current state of the art in deink-

ing is TCF pulp brightening,1 9 which is used in the large
majority of deinking facilities now operating in the Un i t e d

St a t e s .2 0 Like mechanical pulp mills, deinking mills that
p rocess old newspapers and magazines brighten these pulps

using hyd rogen peroxide and other non-chlorine compounds.

5. Papermaking

Figure 6 illustrates the steps in the papermaking process. As it
enters the papermaking process, the pulp is diluted to about
99% water and 1% fiber. On the paper machine, the pulp is
first sprayed onto a fast-moving, continuous mesh screen. A
fiber mat is formed as gravity and vacuum pumps drain the
water away from the pulp. The fiber mat passes through a series
of rollers in the press section where more water is squeezed out,
f o l l owed by a series of steam-heated cylinders that eva p o r a t e
most of the remaining water. As water is re m oved, chemical
bonds form between the fibers, creating the paper sheet.
Depending on the grade of paper being made, such machines
can produce a roll of paper up to 30 feet wide and as fast as 50
miles per hour. There are many variations on this basic type of
papermaking technology.

Releases to the Environment
No manufacturing process conve rts all of its inputs into final

p roducts. T h e re is always some waste. The waste from pulp and
paper manufacturing includes releases to air, land and water, as
well as waste heat. In 1991, the pulp and paper industry dis-
charged 2.25 billion tons of waste to the enviro n m e n t .2 1 T h i s
waste included about 2.5 million tons of air emissions fro m
e n e r g y - related and process sourc e s2 2 and about 13.5 million tons
of solid waste2 3, leaving 2.23 billion tons of wastew a t e r. T h u s
over 99% of the waste, measured by weight, was wastew a t e r.

A number of measures provide information about the con-
sumption of natural resources and releases to the environment.
Definitions of some of the indicators discussed throughout the
chapter follow: 

Measures of Natural Resource Consumption
• Pulp yield measures the amount of wood consumed to pro-

duce a ton of pulp. Pulping processes with lower yields con-
sume more wood to produce a ton of pulp. The unit of
measure is a percentage.

• Fresh water use m e a s u res the amount of fresh water con-
sumed during the production of a ton of final product. The
unit of measure is gallons per ton of final product.
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Figure 6
Paper Machine
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• Total energy consumption measures the energy demand of
the process equipment to produce a ton of pulp or paper.
Installation of energy-saving technologies and identifying
p rocess modifications that may save energy will reduce the
total energy consumption. The unit of measure is millions of
Btu’s per ton of final product.

• Pu rchased energy consumption m e a s u res the amount of pur-
chased electricity and fuel that mills use to run the equipment
and to generate process steam. Cogeneration and more effi-
cient combustion of lignin and other wood waste decreases
the purchased energy consumption of the mill. The unit of
measure is millions of Btu’s per ton of final product.

Measures of Releases to Air
• Carbon dioxide (CO2) results from the complete combustion

of the carbon in organic materials. Combustion of biomass
(wood waste) and fossil fuels generates carbon dioxide. Car-
bon dioxide is a greenhouse gas that is associated with global
climate change. 24 The unit of measure is pounds per ton of
final product.

• Chloroform, a hazardous air pollutant, is classified as a prob-
able human carcinogen. The unit of measure is pounds per
air-dried ton of final product.

• Ha z a rdous air pollutants (HAPs ) a re a group of 189 sub-
stances identified in the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments
because of their toxicity. The unit of measure is pounds per
ton of final product.

• Pa rt i c u l a t e s a re small particles that are dispersed into the
a t m o s p h e re during combustion. The ash content of a fuel
determines the particulate generation upon combustion.
Kraft re c ove ry boilers generate particulate emissions of
sodium sulfate and sodium carbonate. The unit of measure is
pounds per ton of final product.

• Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions result from the
burning of fuel in boilers and serve as a measure of the energy
efficiency of the mill and of the control devices that mills
have installed to reduce these emissions. The unit of measure
is pounds per ton of final product.

• Total reduced sulfur compounds (TRS) cause the unique
kraft mill odor. Reducing the release of these compounds can

improve the quality of life in the local community. The unit
of measure is pounds per ton of final product.

• Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) a re a broad class of
organic gases, such a vapors from solvent and gasoline. T h e
c o n t rol of VOC emissions is important because these com-
pounds react with nitrogen oxides (NOX) to form ozone in the
a t m o s p h e re, the major component of photochemical smog.2 5

The unit of measure is pounds per ton of final pro d u c t .

Measures of Releases to Water
• Adsorbable organic halogens (AOX ) m e a s u res the quantity of

chlorinated organic compounds in mill effluent and is an
indirect indicator of the quantity of elemental chlorine pre-
sent in the bleach plant and the amount of lignin in the
unbleached pulp before it enters the bleach plant. Be c a u s e
research to date has not linked AOX with specific environ-
mental impacts, the Paper Task Force recommends that AOX
be used as a measure of a mill’s process. The unit of measure
is kilograms per metric ton of air-dried pulp. 

• Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) m e a s u res the amount of
oxygen that microorganisms consume to degrade the organic
material in the effluent. Discharging effluent with high levels
of BOD can result in the reduction of dissolved oxygen in
m i l l s’ receiving waters, which may adversely affect fish and
other organisms. The unit of measure is usually kilograms per
metric ton of final product.

• Bleach plant effluent flow m e a s u res the quantity of bleach
plant filtrates that the mill cannot recirculate to the chemical
re c ove ry system. This indicator provides direct information
about a mill’s position on the minimum-impact mill technol-
ogy pathway. For example, mills that recirculate the filtrates
from the first bleaching and extraction stages have about 70-
90% less bleach plant effluent than do mills with traditional
bleaching processes. The unit of measure is gallons per ton of
air-dried pulp.

• Chemical oxygen demand (COD) measures the amount of
oxidizable organic matter in the mills’ effluent. It provides a
measure of the performance of the spill prevention and con-
t rol programs as well as the quantity of organic waste dis-
charged from the bleach plant. The unit of measure is
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kilograms per metric ton of air-dried pulp.
• Color m e a s u res the amount of light that can penetrate the

effluent. In certain situations, color can adversely affect the
growth of algae and plants in mills’ receiving waters. It also
provides information about the quantity of degraded lignin
by-products in the effluent because these substances tend to
be highly colored. Along with odor, the dark effluent is one of
the obvious attributes of kraft pulp mills. The unit of measure
is either color units per metric ton of final product or kilo-
grams per metric ton of final product.

• Dioxins are a group of persistent, toxic substances, including
furans, that are produced in trace amounts when unbleached
pulp is exposed to elemental chlorine. The unit of measure for
bleach plant filtrates is picograms of dioxin per liter of water
(parts per quadrillion).

• Effluent flow m e a s u res the amount of water that is tre a t e d
and discharged to a mill’s receiving waters. It is an indire c t
measure of fresh water consumption. The unit of measure is
gallons per ton of final product.

• Total suspended solids (TSS) measure the amount of bark,
wood fiber, dirt, grit and other debris that may be present in
mill effluent. TSS can cause a range of effects from increasing
the water turbidity to physically covering and smothering sta-
tionery or immobile bottom-dwelling plants and animals in
freshwater, estuarine or marine ecosystems. The unit of mea-
sure is kilograms per air-dried metric ton of final product.

1. Releases to Air

Pulp and paper mills generate air emissions from energy-related
and process sources. En e r g y - related air emissions result from the
combustion of wood and fossil fuels and include sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides, particulates and carbon dioxide. The quantity
of these emissions depends on the mix of fuels used to generate
the energy at the mill. Based on the fuel mix of the U.S.
national grid, mills that purchase electricity will have relatively
high emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, part i c u l a t e s
and carbon dioxide from fossil fuels. The fuel mix for individual
mills, however, varies by region. Mills in the Pacific Northwest,
for example, might use hyd ro p ower and thus have ve ry low
energy-related air emissions.26 Mills using electricity generated

f rom natural gas have lower energy-related emissions than those
using electricity generated from oil or coal.

Mills also release air pollutants from process sources, including
the pulping, bleaching and, at chemical pulp mills, chemical
re c ove ry systems. Ha z a rdous air pollutants (HAPs) and vo l a t i l e
organic compounds (VOCs) account for most of the air emissions
f rom process sources. Kraft pulp mills also release total re d u c e d
sulfur compounds (TRS), the source of the unique kraft mill odor.

2. Releases to Land

Mills generate three types of solid waste: sludge from waste-
water treatment plants, ash from boilers and miscellaneous solid
waste, which includes wood waste, waste from the chemical
re c ove ry system, non-re c yclable paper, rejects from re c yc l i n g
p rocesses and general mill refuse. Mechanical and chemical pulp
mills generate the same amount of total solid waste.

In some cases, re c ycling-based paper mills produce more
solid waste than do virgin fiber mills. This residue consists
almost entirely of inorganic fillers, coatings and short paper
fibers that are washed out of the recovered paper in the fiber-
cleaning process. Printing and writing paper mills tend to gen-
erate the most sludge, while paperboard mills produce the least.

3. Releases to Wa t e r

Waterborne wastes are often a focus of environmental concern for
a number of reasons. Water-based discharges have the gre a t e s t
potential to introduce contaminants directly into the enviro n m e n t
and the food chain. Water use also correlates with energy use, since
it takes energy to pump, heat, evaporate and treat process water. 

The effluent from pulp mills contains a complex mixture of
organic compounds. Effluent from mechanical pulp mills gener-
ally contains less organic waste than that of chemical pulp mills
because most of the organic material stays with the pulp. Re c ov-
e red paper processing systems can contain significant quantities of
organic waste in their effluent. This material consists primarily of
s t a rches and other compounds that are contained in the re c ove re d
paper that the mill uses. Kraft pulp mill effluent contains a mix-
t u re of degraded lignin compounds and wood extractive s .
Bleached kraft pulp mill effluent may also contain chlorinated
organic compounds, depending on the amount of chlorine com-
pounds used in the bleaching pro c e s s .
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Mills use several analytical tests to learn more about this mix
of organic substances. These tests include biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD), color, chemical oxygen demand (COD),
adsorbable organic halogens (AOX) and dioxins.

Pollution-Control Technologies
Pollution-control technologies remove specific pollutants from
mills’ air emissions, solid waste or effluent. Brief descriptions of
widely used control technologies follow.

1. Air Emissions

There are three control technologies that remove specific sub-
stances from the air emissions of pulp and paper mills. Electro-
static precipitators physically re m ove fine part i c u l a t e s .
S c rubbers chemically transform gaseous sulfur dioxide, chlorine
and chlorine dioxide so that they stay in the scru b b e r’s chemical
solution. Mills route combustible gases, including total re d u c e d
sulfur compounds, to the chemical recovery system or to power
boilers, where they are burned as fuel.

2. Solid waste Disposal

Mills send more than 70% of their solid waste to landfills, most
of which are company-owned. Some mills incinerate wood waste
and wastewater sludge, while others are testing beneficial uses for
w a s t ewater sludge such as land application and landfill cove r i n g .

Residue from recycled-paper based mills is usually landfilled
in a secure, lined facility. The amount of residue generated by a
mill is partly a function of the quantity of contaminants in the
incoming recovered paper. The design of processes within the
mill, howe ve r, can improve the potential for reusing the mill
residue. Some manufacturers of 100% recycled paperboard, for
example, use the fibrous residue from their process in the mid-
dle layers of their multi-ply sheet. Many recycled paper manu-
facturers are trying to find ways to separate the materials in mill
residue into products that can be beneficially reused. 

3. Effluent Tr e a t m e n t

The wastewater from all but one mill in the United St a t e s
undergoes two stages of treatment before it is discharged. Pr i-
m a ry treatment re m oves suspended matter in the effluent.

These wastes, which consist mainly of bark particles, fiber
debris, filler and coating materials,2 7 l e a ve the system as sludge. 

Secondary treatment systems use microorganisms to convert
the dissolved organic waste in the effluent into a more harmless
form. These systems generally remove 90-95% of the BOD in
the effluent. Although primarily designed to remove BOD, sec-
ondary treatment also reduces the loading of COD and AOX.
Effluent discharged from a we l l - run secondary treatment sys-
tem is not acutely toxic to aquatic organisms. 

Se c o n d a ry treatment systems also generate sludge, which
consists mainly of the organic remains of the bacteria. Dioxins
and other compounds that do not dissolve in water are often
transferred to the sludge during secondary treatment.

Pollution-Prevention Technologies for 
Pulp and Paper Manufacturing

In contrast to pollution-control approaches, pollution-preven-
tion approaches minimize releases of waste to the environment
through technology changes, process control, raw material sub-
stitution, product reformulation and improved training, main-
tenance and housekeeping.

The pulp and paper industry has a tradition of using pollu-
tion-prevention approaches. The development of the recovery
boiler and associated chemical re c ove ry systems, for example,
i m p roved the economics of the kraft pulping process and
helped make it the dominant pulping process in the world.
These systems also reduced discharges of chemicals to the envi-
ronment, because they allow the pulping chemicals to be recir-
culated and reused within the mill. 

The types of pulp that mills produce determine their
a p p roach to pollution pre vention. These approaches differ for
mechanical and unbleached kraft pulp mills and bleached
kraft pulp mills.

1. Mechanical and Unbleached Kraft Pulp Mills

Po l l u t i o n - p re vention approaches for mechanical and
unbleached kraft mills primarily focus on improving the opera-
tions of the mill, such as spill prevention and water conserva-
tion. In c remental improvements in existing mechanical pulping
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processes, for example, may lead to reduced energy consump-
tion. Unbleached kraft pulp mills can improve the quality of
their effluent by improving spill control and upgrading pulp
washing to send more of the spent pulping liquor back to the
chemical recovery system. 

2. Recovered-Fiber Processing Te c h n o l o g i e s

Pollution-prevention approaches for recovered-fiber processing
mills are similar to those for mechanical pulp mills. Both tech-
nologies use primarily mechanical energy to separate and
process fibers, and neither tend to have large supplies of wood
by-products available to burn to create energy. The efficient use
of energy is therefore an environmental and economic priority
for these mills.

A few mills that make re c ycled paperboard, linerboard or cor-
rugating medium have virtually closed water systems. The only
significant loss of water in these mills is through evaporation on
the paper machines. Se veral mills that deink re c ove red office
paper have designed their processes to use water from paper
machines, and thus consume no fresh water.

3. Bleached Kraft Pulp Mills

Po l l u t i o n - p re vention approaches for bleached kraft pulp mills
include improvements in mill operations and manufacturing tech-
nologies. To d a y, paper manufacturers are using pollution-pre ve n-
tion approaches to reduce the quantity and improve the quality of
effluent from the bleach plant and to reduce energy consumption.

a. Im p roved Pulping Processes — Extended Delignification and
Oxygen Delignification
Extended delignification and oxygen delignification remove more
lignin from the wood before the unbleached pulp enters the
bleach plant. T h e re f o re, fewer bleaching chemicals are re q u i re d ,
less organic waste is generated in the bleaching process, less
waste treatment is necessary and discharges per ton of pulp
manufactured are lower. Energy use also is lower because addi-
tional organic material re m oved from the pulp can be burned in
the re c ove ry boiler instead of being discharged, and because
more heated process water is recirculated within the mill.

To extend delignification in the pulping process, new
digesters can be installed or existing digesters can be modified to

Figure 7
Ozone ECF

Traditional ECF
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i n c rease the length of time that wood chips are cooked. T h i s
removes more lignin without compromising the strength of the
pulp. The addition of certain chemicals such as anthraquinone
in the pulping stage can have a similar effect.

Oxygen delignification systems employ oxygen to re m ove
additional lignin after the wood chips have been cooked in the
digester but before the pulp enters the bleach plant. The filtrates
f rom the pulp washers following the oxygen delignification step
are routed to the chemical recovery system. 

It is important to note that all mills worldwide curre n t l y
using TCF or ozone-ECF bleaching technologies, which are
described in more detail below, also employ extended delignifi-
cation, oxygen delignification or both. The one chloride-
re m oval technology now being tested in a mill-scale
demonstration is designed for mills with an ECF process that
also uses oxygen delignification. The re m oval of additional lignin
prior to the bleaching process is an essential foundation for the cost-
effective operation of these technologies. Without the removal of
additional lignin using extended delignification or oxygen delig-
nification prior to bleaching, too much material is present for
the cost-effective use of the oxygen-based bleaching compounds
or chloride removal processes. 

b. Im p roved Bleaching Pro c e s s e s - – Substitution of Chlorine
Dioxide for Elemental Chlorine
Some bleached kraft pulp mills are improving the quality of
their effluent by replacing elemental chlorine with chlorine
dioxide. The substitution of chlorine dioxide for 100% of the
elemental chlorine used in the bleaching process is one form of
elemental chlorine-free (ECF) bleaching. We refer to this
p rocess as t raditional ECF bleaching throughout the chapter.
(Chlorine dioxide can also replace chlorine at less than 100%
substitution). This improved bleaching process reduces the for-
mation of many chlorinated organic compounds during the
bleaching process. However, the quantity of effluent from the
mill is not reduced. Further progress in reducing the quantity
and improving the quality of the effluent ultimately depends on
installing an improved pulping process or one of the technolo-
gies described below. Other technologies that reduce effluent
quantity may become available in the future. 

Mills also operate ECF bleaching processes with improve d
pulping processes, such as oxygen delignification and/or
extended delignification. We refer to these pulp manufacturing
processes as enhanced ECF processes throughout the chapter.

c. Low-Effluent Processes — Ozone ECF, Totally Chlorine-free
Bleaching and Chloride Removal Processes
A key impact of using chlorine and/or chlorine dioxide in the
bleaching process is that chlorides in the bleach plant filtrates
(the process water re m oved from the pulp in each washing
stage) make the filtrates too corrosive to be sent to the chemical
re c ove ry system. If steam from a corrosion-caused pinhole crack
in the pipes at the top of the recovery boiler reaches the smelt,
the re c ove ry boiler can explode.2 8 T h e re f o re, wastewater fro m
the bleach plant that contains chlorinated compounds is not
sent through the chemical recovery system, but is treated and
discharged to the receiving waters. 

Replacing chlorine compounds in the bleaching process with
oxygen-based compounds reduces the corro s i veness of the
wastewater from each stage of the bleaching process in which
the substitution is made. This allows bleach plant filtrates to be
sent back through the mill’s chemical re c ove ry system and
reused instead of being treated and discharged. One way to
remove chlorides is to substitute ozone for chlorine or chlorine
dioxide in the first stage of the bleaching sequence, thus allow-
ing the filtrates from the first bleaching and extraction stages to
be recirculated to the recovery boiler. 

In the last stage of ozone-based ECF bleaching systems, chlo-
rine dioxide is used to brighten the pulp. This is a low-effluent
p rocess because only the last bleaching stage uses fresh water
that is discharged to the treatment plant; the ozone stage
removes most of the remaining lignin. Figure 7 compares the
path of bleach plant filtrates in a low-effluent ozone ECF and a
traditional ECF process.

Totally chlorine-free (TCF) bleaching processes go one step
f u rther than ozone ECF processes to replace all chlorine com-
pounds in the bleaching process with oxygen-based chemicals
such as ozone or hyd rogen peroxide. TCF processes curre n t l y
offer the best opportunity to re c i rculate the filtrates from the
e n t i re bleach plant because they have eliminated chlorine
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compounds from all bleaching stages; howe ve r, few mills
c u r rently operate TCF processes in a low-effluent mode.

C o m m e rcial-scale TCF processes are re l a t i vely new.
Mills installing these processes typically discharge the

filtrates when they first install the processes, and
plan to move to low-effluent processes over time. 

Add-on technologies that re m ove the chlorides

f rom the mills’ process water using additional eva p o-
rating and chloride-re m oval equipment are in earlier

stages of development. Rather than substitute b l e a c h i n g
compounds like ozone for chlorine dioxide, these pro c e s s e s

do not reduce the use of chlorine dioxide, but seek to remove
chlorides from wastewater with additional processing steps.

Unlike the ozone ECF or TCF processes, the chloride removal
p rocesses generate an additional waste product that must be
disposed. A mill-scale demonstration of a process technology to
remove chlorides from the process water of a mill with oxygen
delignification and ECF bleaching began in September 1995.

d. Environmental Performance
Installing pollution-pre vention technologies at bleached kraft
pulp mills reduces the releases to the environment and potential
environmental impacts from the mill’s effluent. Because hard-
woods have lower lignin contents, the estimates of AOX and
COD for hardwood bleach plant filtrates with traditional ECF
bleaching will be similar to those of softwood bleach plant fil-
trates with enhanced ECF. 

We present a schematic diagram of the flows of waterborne
waste for three classes of bleached kraft pulp manufacturing
technologies in Figure 8.

As the diagram shows, in traditional ECF bleaching pro c e s s e s ,
all of the remaining lignin in the unbleached pulp is re m oved in
the bleaching process and leaves the mill in the effluent. Mi l l s
that employ enhanced ECF and low-effluent technologies re c i r-
culate more filtrates that contain wood waste to the chemical
re c ove ry system, and less organic waste leaves the mill in the
effluent. With enhanced ECF processes, for example, about 50%
of the remaining lignin is re m oved during the oxygen delignifi-
cation or extended delignification step. We present additional
information about the environmental and economic perf o r-
mance of these process technologies in Recommendation 3, as
well as a broader discussion of the economic and enviro n m e n t a l
context for these issues in the next section of this chapter.

4. Bleached Sulfite Pulping Processes

Bleached sulfite mills that use chlorine compounds face similar
challenges as do bleached kraft mills. Most bleached sulfite mills
that have replaced elemental chlorine in their bleach plants have
installed TCF bleaching pro c e s s e s .2 9 As discussed in the
ove rv i ew of pulp and paper manufacturing, sulfite mills con-
sume less chemicals to produce bright pulp, so these mills can
achieve similar functional performance economically with TCF
processes. Sulfite mills with chemical recovery systems are also
working on recirculating bleach plant effluent to the chemical
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recovery system. One Swedish sulfite mill currently operates its
bleach plant in an effluent-free mode.30

5. Technologies in Research and Development

Pulp and paper manufacturers, their equipment and chemical
suppliers, and re s e a rch institutions have active re s e a rch pro-
grams in new pulping, bleaching, bleach-filtrate recovery tech-
nologies and chemical-re c ove ry systems. Agenda 2020, a
re s e a rch agenda developed by the American Fo rest & Pa p e r
Association, provides additional detail on some of the specific
areas of research.31 New pulping processes include the addition
of polysulfide to digesters to improve delignification. New
bleaching agents include enzymes, peracids, activated ox y g e n
and novel metallic compounds. Laboratory research continues
on bleach-plant filtrate re c ove ry as re s e a rchers explore other
ways to separate the water from the organic and inorganic waste
in the bleach plant filtrates.32 Manufacturers are also investigat-
ing metallurgy in re c ove ry boilers that would allow for incre a s e d
combustion of chlorinated waste products. 

Ac t i ve re s e a rch and commercialization are underway in a
number of areas for re c ycling-based manufacturing systems.
These include technologies, for example, that use additional
mechanical and chemical steps to re m ove contaminants; re l a-
tively small, modular deinking systems that can be installed as
one complete unit; and means of separating and/or beneficially
reusing different elements in mill solid-waste residuals.

Environmental Management Systems
En v i ronmental management systems (EMS) are also an impor-
tant part of the pollution-pre vention approach. Mills with sound
e n v i ronmental management get the best performance out of their
existing manufacturing processes and minimize the impacts of
p rocess upsets, equipment failure and other accidents. At a mini-
mum, implementing environmental management systems should
make it easier for mills to comply with environmental laws and
regulations. Ma n u f a c t u rers may also design these systems to
encourage innovation that takes them beyond compliance.

For pulp and paper manufacturers, effective environmental
management systems include spill prevention and control, pre-

ve n t i ve maintenance, emergency pre p a redness and re s p o n s e ,
and energy-efficiency programs. These programs reduce both
the likelihood of serious accidents and their potential impact
on mill personnel, the local community and the environment. 

Spills of spent pulping liquor increase the waste load that must
be handled by the effluent-treatment facility and thus may lead to
i n c reased amounts of organic waste in mill wastew a t e r. Mills can
install additional storage tanks to contain the spills until the spent
liquor is returned to the chemical-re c ove ry system, and can train
their staff to pre vent or minimize spills. Im p roved washing and
closed screen rooms further reduce the quantity of spent pulping
liquor that is sent to the treatment facility. 

Preventive-maintenance programs identify and repair equip-
ment before it fails. These programs avoid equipment or system
f a i l u re that can lead to large releases to the environment or
other emergencies that affect mill personnel or the community
nearby. Emergency preparedness and response programs ensure
that the mill and the community can respond to an accidental
release of hazardous chemicals at the mill.

To some extent, a mill’s manufacturing technologies deter-
mine its energy consumption. However, mills can take advan-
tage of energy-saving technologies that range from installing
more efficient electric motors to replacing old digesters. Tech-
nologies exist that increase heat recovery in mechanical pulping
and in papermaking processes. Research continues to develop
p rocesses that reduce the energy consumption of paper machine
dryers, recovery boilers and evaporators.

Training and internal auditing programs are also import a n t
components of an environmental management program. Tr a i n i n g
p rograms ensure that employees understand the importance of
these practices and how to implement them. Internal audits allow
suppliers to assess the performance of the environmental manage-
ment system. The International Standards Organization (ISO)
has recognized the importance of environmental management
systems. As a result, a committee has been working on an inter-
national standard, ISO 14001, that will define the key elements
of an effective system for all manufacturers. These elements
include:33

• A vision defined in an environmental policy
• Objectives and targets for environmental performance
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• Programs to achieve those targets
• Ways to monitor and measure the system’s effectiveness
• Ways to correct problems
• Periodic review of the system to improve it and overall envi-

ronmental performance
ISO has elevated ISO 14001 to “draft international status,” a

step away from a final standard. Once the standard has been
accepted, manufacturers may ask independent auditors to cer-
tify that they have installed an environmental management sys-
tem that meets the standard. Thus ISO 14001 focuses on the
management process, not on its content and performance. Each
m a n u f a c t u rer determines its own goals, objectives and pro g r a m s
to achieve continuous environmental improvement.

III.> ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC
CONTEXT FOR THE RECOMMENDATIONS

Environmental Context
In response to environmental regulations in the 1970’s, pulp
and paper mills in the United States installed pollution-control
technologies to re m ove specific pollutants from their air and
water releases. Since 1970, the pulp and paper industry has
reduced overall air emissions of sulfur dioxide by 30%, total
reduced sulfur compounds by 90% and the loadings of bio-
chemical oxygen demand and total suspended solids in the final
effluent by 75-80%. Water conservation programs have re d u c e d
overall mill water consumption by about 70% since 1970.3 4

Between 1970 and 1993, total production of pulp and paper
has increased by 67%.35 The industry responded to the discov-
ery of dioxin in its wastewater by implementing a combination
of process and technology changes. According to the AF&PA,
this effort has reduced dioxin levels from all bleached chemical
pulp mills by 92% since 1988. 

Pollution pre vention is a more conserva t i ve approach to
e n v i ronmental protection than pollution control. We do not

know everything about the effluent from pulp and paper mills,
nor can we measure all of its potential effects on the environ-
ment. Scientists are continuing to find new substances in the
complex mixture of organic material that is discharged in pulp
mill effluent. For example, wood contains minute amounts of
powerful chemical substances that aid in the growth of a tree
and protect it from pests. The pulping process concentrates
these substances as mills convert about 4.5 tons of trees into 1
ton of bleached kraft pulp at a scale of 1,000 to 2,000 tons of
pulp per day. As long as mills discharge effluent, these sub-
stances are likely to be released into mills’ receiving waters.36

As of Fe b ru a ry 1994, scientists had identified 415 com-
pounds in bleached kraft pulp mill effluent.37 These represent a
fraction of the total number of compounds pre s e n t .3 8 It is
unlikely that we will ever have a complete understanding of the
t oxic effects of these compounds individually, let alone their
effects as a mixture. For example, of the 70,000 chemicals cur-
rently sold on the market, adequate toxicological data are avail-
able for about 10 to 20%.39

Field studies of the environmental effects of the effluent,
while important, may not provide a complete picture of
impacts. These biological and ecological studies are expensive
and complex, and they are often highly limited in their ability
to show specific cause-and-effect relationships.40 Certain prob-
lems may be discovered years after a class of pollutants has built
up in the environment. Biological assays are usually able to
detect acute or chronic effects from pulp and paper mill effluent
(for example, the death or impaired growth of certain species of
fish, inve rtebrates or plants). Howe ve r, they may not be capable
of detecting longer-term changes, such as gradual changes in
the number or types of the plants and invertebrates that live on
the bottoms of rivers that support the entire ecosystem.

The discove ry of dioxin in the effluent of bleached kraft pulp
mills in 1985, for example, was not anticipated by studies per-
formed in labs and at mill sites. This discove ry generated a gre a t
deal of public attention and led paper manufacturers to rapidly
invest a total of $2 billion in an effort to reduce discharges of
d i oxin to below levels that are detectable with standard lab tests.
Pollution-prevention approaches can help reduce the probabil-
ity of this type of unwanted surprise in the future.
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Economic Context
Since 1970, the U.S. pulp and paper industry has invested over
$10 billion in pollution-control technologies. As of 1994 it was
investing more than $1 billion per year in capital costs for addi-
tional systems. Annualized total costs for environmental pro t e c-
tion range from $10 to $50 per ton of production, depending
on the type and size of the mill.41 The reduction of releases to
the environment through “end-of-the-pipe” treatment has led
many to think that improved environmental performance is at
odds with improved economic performance. Po l l u t i o n - t re a t-
ment systems usually increase capital and operating costs with-
out improving the productive output of the mill.

The difference between pollution prevention and pollution
c o n t rol has an analogue in the comparison of total quality man-
agement programs with quality control based on inspection for
defects in finished products. Before firms designed quality into
their products and processes, defects were seen as an inevitable
by-product of the manufacturing process, not as a sign of inef-
ficient product and process design.42 By designing manufactur-
ing processes that have targets of zero defects, companies have
improved the quality of their products and their profitability.
Improved product quality increased sales and lowered the costs
associated with undesired outcomes after products had been
sold, such as customer complaints and repairs.

By using pollution-pre vention approaches, suppliers can
design environmental improvement into manufacturing
processes. Michael Porter, an expert on competitive strategy at
the Harvard Business School, observes that “[l]ike defects, pol-
lution often reveals flaws in the product design or production
process. Efforts to eliminate pollution can therefore follow the
same basic principles widely used in quality programs: Us e
inputs more efficiently, eliminate the need for hazardous, hard-
to-handle materials and eliminate unneeded activities.”43

A recent study has documented the economic benefits of
installing technologies or modifying processes that use re s o u rc e s
more efficiently. Chad Nerht, of the University of Texas at Dal-
las, studied 50 bleached kraft pulp and paper manufacturers in
six countries. He found that the longer a firm had invested in
extended delignification and ECF and TCF bleaching tech-

nologies, the better its economic performance. Those compa-
nies that invested both earlier and more substantially had higher
income growth, even taking into consideration national differ-
ences in regulations, capacity utilization and general growth in
the economy, sales and wages.44

T i m i n g
Shifting from a focus on pollution control to pollution preven-
tion takes time, money and a more holistic approach to manag-
ing the environmental issues associated with pulp and paper
manufacturing. Mills operate large pieces of equipment that
have long, useful lives. The need to fully utilize this equipment
reduces paper manufacture r s’ flexibility in investing in new pulp
manufacturing technologies. For example, the investment in
additional chlorine dioxide capacity re q u i red for traditional
ECF processes may make mills reluctant to invest in oxygen or
extended delignification, technologies that would reduce future
chlorine dioxide needs. 

Po l l u t i o n - p re vention investments also compete for capital
funds along with other projects that will improve the company’s
p ro f i t a b i l i t y. Mo re ove r, making investments in technologies
that do not turn out to be competitive over their life-span can
be very costly. 

If individual mills make technology investments in order to
meet special requests from purchasers and their manufacturing
costs increase in the process, they will seek to charge a price pre-
mium for their products. The price premium allows the mill to
maintain comparable profit margins for different pro d u c t s .
Whether such price premiums will be re a l i zed depends on ove r-
all market conditions and on the number of competing mills
making a specific product. If purchasing specifications shift for
a large part of the market, mills will have to respond with new
technologies in order to remain competitive. If only one or two
mills produce a specific product, increased costs are more likely
to be passed on to purchasers.

Paper companies routinely consider how much capital they
should invest to reduce operating costs. As discussed in Chapter
1, the trend of the last 20 years is tow a rd increased capital inten-
sity in pulp and paper manufacturing, leading to lower operat-
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ing costs and lower total costs. Both internal and external fac-
tors affect the timing and investment in new pulp manufactur-
ing technologies at pulp and paper mills.

Paper manufacturers generally weigh several factors in their
capital-allocation decisions.

• The company philosophy t ow a rd enviro n m e n t a l
p e rformance may have the largest effect on cap-

ital-allocation decisions. Some pulp and
paper manufacturers strive to integrate
s h o rt- and long-term environmental goals
along with cost, productivity and quality in
e ve ry investment decision. For example, a
company with a policy of increasing its

margin of environmental safety with each
i n vestment might expand the capacity of a

recovery boiler as part of a required renovation
project to accommodate the additional load from

an improved pulping process. Without this policy, the
company might rebuild a recovery boiler at a bleached kraft
mill but not add any new capacity.

• In vesting additional capital to reduce operating costs prov i d e s
the largest economic benefits when mills need additional pulp
c a p a c i t y. In this case, the cost savings that result fro m
installing pollution-pre vention technologies offset the addi-
tional capital expenditure.

• When a mill needs to replace worn-out equipment, the company
will invest capital in order to continue operating. The com-
pany philosophy and opportunities to expand capacity play
an important role in the choice of new equipment. 

• Site-specific equipment or space limitations will increase the
capital costs to install pollution-pre vention technologies.
Capacity limits on key equipment, such as a re c ove ry boiler at
a bleached kraft pulp mill, increase the capital costs to install
improved pulping or low-effluent bleaching processes. Mills
also may have unique equipment arrangements that increase
the capital costs to install these processes.

• Shifts in customer demand and new environmental re g u l a t i o n s
a re two e x t e rn a l factors that influence pulp and paper com-
pany capital investment decisions. For example, both of these
external factors have influenced the industry’s commitment to

eliminate elemental chlorine from bleached kraft pulp mills. 
Most mills experience a combination of the factors described

a b ove; as a result, the timing and the range of capital costs to install
p o l l u t i o n - p re vention technologies will differ for individual mills. 

• Mills that produce more pulp than paper will probably add
a paper machine before they modify the pulp mill.

• Mills that have average to low capital costs to install pollu-
tion-prevention technologies will do so to take advantage of
lower operating costs.

• Mills with higher capital costs will wait until the combina-
tion of factors improves the economics of this investment. 

Appendix B presents a cost model and a range of scenarios
to install pollution-pre vention technologies at bleached kraft
pulp mills.

The large number of bleached kraft pulp mills operating in
the United States means that there are probably pulp mills that
fit into each of these groups. With 87 bleached kraft pulp mills
with 162 fiber lines4 5 operating nationwide in 1995, in any
given five-year period a number of these lines will be undergo-
ing major re n ovations or expansions. Replacement of individual
pieces of equipment, minor renovations and the elimination of
bottlenecks will proceed at an even greater rate. For example, a
1993 survey of re c ove ry boilers found that over 70% we re more
than 25 years old. These recovery boilers will have to be rebuilt
or replaced in the next decade.46

The Role for Purchasers
Over time, expressions of preferences by paper purchasers will
influence investment decisions and the availability of environ-
mentally preferable paper products in different market condi-
tions. Companies plan their next round of investments when
they are earning high cash flows, during the up-side of the paper
pricing cycle. Annual capital expenditures usually peak about
three years later, because it takes time to plan the projects.

Integrating pollution-pre vention strategies into pulp and paper
manufacturing will re q u i re a highly disciplined capital planning
p rocess that integrates a long-term vision for enviro n m e n t a l
p ro g ress with improvements in quality, productivity and lowe r
manufacturing costs. The “minimum-impact mill,” a vision of
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e n v i ronmental pro g ress, is a key part of the re c o m m e n d a t i o n s
that follow. The Task Fo rc e’s recommendations, as expre s s e d
t h rough decisions made by individual paper purchasers, will
encourage suppliers to maintain this investment discipline.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PURCHASING
PAPER MADE WITH ENVIRONMENTALLY

PREFERABLE PROCESSES 
The Paper Task Force’s recommendations build upon technolo-
gies that provide pollution-prevention benefits and are an inte-
gral part of many pulp and paper mills. 

As discussed throughout this chapter, pollution pre vention is
not new to paper manufacturing. Some paper manufacture r s
h a ve supported pollution-pre vention approaches as providing an
“extra margin of environmental safety” or as reducing the pro b a-
bility of undesired environmental surprises. Others have empha-
s i zed the competitive advantage that comes from more efficient
use of re s o u rces, lower costs for complying with enviro n m e n t a l
regulations and the ability to compete more effectively in envi-
ronmentally sensitive markets such as Eu rope. These paper sup-
pliers also make the point that “sustainable manufacturing” based
on pollution-pre vention technologies will help maintain public
acceptance of re s o u rc e - i n t e n s i ve businesses like paper manufac-
turing over the long term. All of these outcomes are in the inter-
est of paper buyers and users as well as manufacture r s .

Recommendations 
Minimum-impact Mills
Recommendation 1. Purchasers should give preference to paper
manufactured by suppliers who have a vision of and a commit-
ment to minimum-impact mills – the goal of which is to mini-
mize natural resource consumption (wood, water, energy) and
minimize the quantity and maximize the quality of releases to
a i r, water and land. The minimum-impact mill is a holistic

manufacturing concept that encompasses environmental man-
agement systems, compliance with environmental laws and reg-
ulations and manufacturing technologies.
• Ra t i o n a l e : Sustainable pulp and paper manufacturing re q u i re s

a holistic view of the manufacturing process. This concept
begins with a vision and commitment to a long-term goal that
should guide all decisions about the direction of both the mill
operations and the selection of manufacturing technologies.
In vesting in manufacturing processes that pre vent pollution
and practicing good environmental management go hand-in-
hand. A poorly run mill may not be able to reap the enviro n-
mental benefits that result from installing adva n c e d
p o l l u t i o n - p re vention technologies. Outdated manufacturing
technologies, howe ve r, will limit the ability of a we l l - run mill
to achieve continuous environmental improvement. 

Adopting the long-term goal of operating minimum-
impact mills allows suppliers to develop measurable and cost-
e f f e c t i ve investment strategies that provide enviro n m e n t a l
benefits and improve economic competitiveness. Pulp and
paper mills routinely make investments in individual pieces of
equipment and periodically undergo more costly renovations
and expansions. The strategic application of the minimum-
impact mill concept will allow manufacturers to integrate
decisions that affect manufacturing costs, productivity, qual-
ity and environmental impacts. 

• Availability/timing: The minimum-impact mill is a dynamic
and long-term goal that will require an evolution of technol-
ogy in some cases. Many factors will affect the specific tech-
nology pathway and the rate at which individual mills will
progress toward this goal. These factors include the products
m a n u f a c t u red at the mill, the types of wood that are ava i l-
able, the mill’s location, the age and configuration of equip-
ment, operator expertise, the availability of capital and the
stages a mill has reached in its capital investment cycle. Some
mills, for example, will install the most advanced curre n t
technologies with a relatively low capital investment within
the next five years.

Recommendation 2. Purchasers should give preference to paper
p roducts manufactured by suppliers who demonstrate a com-
mitment to implementing sound environmental management
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of their mills. Suppliers should demonstrate progress in the fol-
lowing areas: 
• Im p roved spill-pre vention and control systems based on the

installation of available technologies
• Preventive maintenance programs
• Emergency preparedness and response programs
• Im p roving the energy efficiency of mill operations through the

installation of energy-conservation technologies
• On-going training for mill staff in process control and their

role in improving environmental performance
• In t e rnal auditing pro c e d u res that include qualitative and

quantitative measures of performance
• Pu rchasers should consider their suppliers’ compliance re c o rd s

as one indicator of an effective environmental management sys-
t e m .

• Rationale for spill pre vention and control pro g ra m s : Spills of
spent pulping liquor increase the waste load that must be
handled by the effluent-treatment facility. Maximizing the
recovery of the spent pulping liquor also reduces the amount
of pulping chemicals that must be purchased and incre a s e s
the amount of steam generated by the recovery boiler when
the organic waste is burned for energy.

• Rationale for pre ve n t i ve maintenance pro g ra m s : Pre ve n t i ve
maintenance programs identify and repair equipment before
it fails. These programs avoid equipment or system failure s
that can lead to large releases to the environment or other
emergencies that affect mill personnel or the community
n e a r by. Pre ve n t i ve maintenance programs also reduce eco-
nomic losses due to lost production, premature replacement
of equipment and catastrophic incidents.

• Rationale for emergency pre p a redness and response pro g ra m s:
These programs prepare mill staff and the local community
for infrequent events that may have serious enviro n m e n t a l
consequences, such as a recovery boiler or digester explosion
or a large release of bleaching chemicals. Quick and effective
responses to these events will mitigate their impact on the
local communities and the environment.

• Rationale for energy efficiency: Energy-efficient mills release lowe r
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Bleached Kraft Pulp Technology Pathways
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l e vels of air pollutants associated with the combustion pro c e s s
and have lower energy costs. In c reasing the efficient use of pur-
chased electricity and fossil fuels reduces the enviro n m e n t a l
impacts associated with electricity generation and with the
extraction of fossil fuels. Reducing the total energy consumption
of the mill reduces its carbon dioxide releases. Carbon dioxide, a
g reenhouse gas, is associated with global climate change. 

• Rationale for increased tra i n i n g : Without well-trained staff, a mill
with the latest process technology and operating pro c e d u res can-
not achieve optimum environmental or economic perf o r m a n c e .
By increasing the awareness of the potential impact of mill
p rocesses on the environment, suppliers empower their staff to
i m p rove the efficiency of the mill’s operations.

• Rationale for internal auditing systems: Internal auditing sys-
tems are a central component of an environmental manage-
ment system, because they measure its performance. Audits
allow mills to quantify improvements over time and to com-
pare their performance with other mills. 

• Ava i l a b i l i t y / t i m i n g : Many pulp and paper manufacturers have
implemented environmental management systems and oth-
ers are doing so in anticipation of the ISO 14001 standards,
which are discussed earlier in this chapter. Technologies to
improve spill prevention and control are available and can be
installed in the near term. Op p o rtunities to install energy-sav-
ing technologies arise over time as mills upgrade or re p l a c e
old equipment. Many suppliers already have extensive train-
ing programs in these areas.

Recommendation 3: Purchasers should give preference to paper
manufactured by suppliers who demonstrate continuous envi-
ronmental improvement tow a rd minimum-impact mills by
installing pollution-prevention technologies. 
• Ra t i o n a l e : The manufacturing technologies installed at a pulp

or paper mill will eventually limit its environmental perf o r-
mance. Most mills will have to install new process technologies
over their pro d u c t i ve life spans in order to achieve continuous
p ro g ress tow a rd the minimum-impact mill. A clear definition
of the goals of the minimum-impact mill will guide technology
selection over time. The array of available manufacturing tech-
nologies differs for each pulp manufacturing process. De s c r i p-
tions of major technologies for mechanical, unbleached kraft,

re c ycled fiber and bleached kraft pulp mills follow.
Mechanical pulp mills: Although reducing the re l a t i vely low
releases to the environment is desirable, reducing the re l a-
tively high energy consumption of the pulping process is the
primary long-term challenge for mechanical pulp mills. 
Unbleached kraft pulp mills: Pro g ress tow a rd the minimum-
impact unbleached kraft mill will build upon the mill’s ability
to re c over the organic waste in the effluent in the re c ove ry
boiler. Well-run mills recover 99% of this waste. Incremental
i m p rovement will result from improved spill control and
washing. Unbleached kraft pulp mills will also modify exist-
ing processes to reuse more process water within the mill.
Recovered fiber pulp mills: Most releases to the environment
from recovered fiber pulp mills are comparatively low. Some
mills may be able to make progress in reducing their water
consumption. Priorities include increasing the efficiency of
purchased energy use and handling rejects within the mill to
facilitate the generation of usable by - p roducts instead of
sludge that has to be landfilled.
Bleached kraft pulp mills: Po l l u t i o n - p re vention technologies
for bleached kraft mills modify the pulping and bleaching
processes to improve the quality of their releases to the envi-
ronment and to enable the process water from the bleach
plant to be re c i rculated to the chemical re c ove ry system,
where the used chemicals are recovered and the organic waste
is burned for energy in the recovery boiler. The process water
is then reused within the mill. 
Fi g u re 9 illustrates pollution-pre vention technology pathways
that focus on currently available and experimental technolo-
gies for bleached kraft pulp mills. Economic and enviro n-
mental issues and the availability of paper products made
using these different technologies are discussed below. Four
key ideas that purchasers should consider as they evaluate the
technologies at bleached kraft mills are also highlighted. 

Economic Assessment of Bleached Kraft Pulp Ma n u f a c t u r i n g
Technologies
Two key conclusions can be drawn from the Task Force’s eco-
nomic analysis of bleached kraft pulp manufacturing technolo-
gies. First, purchasers currently do not pay different prices for
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paper manufactured using traditional pulping and bleaching,
traditional ECF, enhanced ECF or ozone ECF technologies.
This consistency in market pricing should continue into the
future. Market price premiums for TCF paper probably result
from a short-term imbalance of supply and demand. The lim-
ited availability that results from small production runs at non-
integrated mills rather than higher pulp manufacturing costs
may cause higher prices. 

Second, there is no reason to expect price premiums for
paper products manufactured at mills that install ozone ECF or
TCF technologies in the future. For existing mills without site-
specific limitations, the differences in total manufacturing costs
among the array of available technologies are generally small or
non-existent. (For a general discussion of price premiums, see
Chapter 3.) Installing these technologies is, in fact, likely to
reduce manufacturing costs for new mills or for mills that are
conducting major renovations or expansions. These topics are
analyzed further in Appendix B.

En v i ronmental Assessment of Bleached Kraft Pulp 
Manufacturing Te c h n o l o g i e s
The series of charts in Figure 10 compares the performance of
six different combinations of kraft pulping and bleaching tech-
nologies for softwood pulps across seven environmental para-
meters: BOD, COD, color, AOX, bleach plant energy
consumption, chloroform air emissions and bleach plant efflu-
ent flow. Additional data on these and other parameters that
can be used to evaluate manufacturing technologies are pre-
sented in Appendices A and C. The parameters in Figure 10 are
m e a s u red at the bleach plant. As previously described, re d u c t i o n s
to the actual releases to the environment will be achieved by
p o l l u t i o n - c o n t rol systems. The figures show that substituting
chlorine dioxide for elemental chlorine reduces the value of sev-
eral parameters. Additional reductions accrue as more adva n c e d
pulping and bleaching technologies are used. 

Major conclusions from the environmental comparison of
these technologies are summarized below.
Traditional Pulping and Bl e a c h i n g : Mills with traditional pulp-
ing processes and with bleaching processes that contain some
elemental chlorine. 

Environmental Advantages: Energy consumption is about 75%
of that for a mill with a traditional ECF sequence. 
Environmental Disadvantages: Mills that use traditional pulping
and bleaching processes have the highest releases of BOD,
COD, color and AOX of the processes considered in this sec-
tion. Di oxin levels in the final effluent are often above the
detectable limit of 10 parts per quadrillion (10 ppq). Air emis-
sions of chloroform are also highest.

1. The substitution of chlorine dioxide for elemental chlorine in the
first stage of the bleaching process reduces the discharge of chlori-
nated organic compounds.
Traditional ECF: Mills with traditional pulping processes that
have substituted 100% chlorine dioxide for elemental chlorine
in the first bleaching stage. 
Environmental Advantages: An ECF bleaching process provides
improvement in effluent quality (AOX) and in air emissions of
c h l o roform in comparison to a bleaching process with tradi-
tional pulping and bleaching. The dioxin level in the final efflu-
ent is below a detection limit of 10 parts per quadrillion (ppq),
but furans are occasionally found above this detection limit in
the bleach plant filtrates, which are more concentrated than the
final effluent.
En v i ronmental Disadva n t a g e s : The traditional ECF process con-
sumes the most total and purchased energy of the available and
proven technologies. Dioxins are also sometimes found in the
pulp mill sludge above the limit of detection of 1 part per tril-
lion. Mills with traditional ECF processes would currently have
to install oxygen delignification and/or extended delignification
to achieve additional improvement. 

2. The installation of oxygen delignification and extended cooking,
two available and proven cost-effective manufacturing technologies
that maximize lignin re m oval in the pulping process, forms a foun-
dation for further progress toward the minimum-impact mill.
Enhanced ECF: Mills that have installed oxygen delignification
and/or extended delignification processes along with 100%
chlorine dioxide substitution bleaching. 
En v i ronmental Ad va n t a g e s : The quantity of bleach plant efflu-
ent from a mill with an enhanced ECF process is typically half
that of a mill with a traditional ECF process. Reducing the
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lignin content of the pulp before the first bleaching stage
reduces the amount of bleaching chemicals used and re s u l t s
in lower total and purchased energy consumption and an
i m p rovement in the effluent quality compared to traditional
E C F. The dioxin level in the final effluent is below a detection
limit of 10 parts per quadrillion (ppq), but furans are occa-
sionally found above this detection limit in the bleach plant
filtrates, which are more concentrated than the final effluent. 
Environmental Disadvantages: Increased reuse of process water
may result in higher hazardous air pollutant emissions fro m
process sources.

3. Mills that recirculate the filtrates from the first bleaching and
e x t raction stages of the bleach plant make additional pro g re s s
t ow a rd the minimum-impact mill. These low-effluent processes re p-
resent the most advanced current technologies.
Ozone ECF: Mills that have substituted ozone for chlorine
dioxide in the first stage of an enhanced ECF process. 
Environmental Advantages: Mills with enhanced ECF processes
that replace chlorine dioxide with ozone in the first bleaching
stage can reduce the volume of bleach plant effluent by 70-90%
re l a t i ve to traditional ECF processes by re c i rculating the filtrates
from the first bleaching and extraction stages to the chemical
re c ove ry system. Low-effluent ozone ECF and TCF pro c e s s e s
have the lowest energy consumption in the bleach plant of the
a vailable technologies. Installing low-effluent pro c e s s e s
improves the effluent quality in comparison to that of a tradi-
tional ECF process. Di oxins (including furans) are not
detectable at a limit of 10 ppq in the bleach plant filtrates and
may not be generated. 
Environmental Disadvantages: Increased reuse of process water
may result in higher hazardous air pollutant emissions. Metal
concentrations increase as process water is reused, and can affect
the process. Cu r rently mills with ozone processes discharge
some of the filtrate from the ozone stage to control the concen-
tration of metals. As mills continue to reduce the volume of
bleach plant effluent, metals may be disposed of with solid
waste from the chemical recovery system.
Totally chlorine-free (TC F ) : Mills that have  replaced elemental
chlorine and chlorine dioxide with ozone and/or hyd rogen perox-
ide. Im p roved pulping processes, such as oxygen delignification

and/or extended delignification precede TCF bleaching pro c e s s e s .
En v i ronmental Ad va n t a g e s : Mills with TCF processes can
a c h i e ve similar reductions in bleach plant effluent volume as
mills with ozone ECF processes, if they recirculate the filtrates
from the first bleaching and extraction stages to the chemical
recovery system. Mills with low-effluent TCF processes achieve
similar reductions in BOD, COD and color, and AOX levels
are at background levels. Dioxins are not expected to be gener-
ated during TCF bleaching processes because no source of
elemental chlorine is present. Low-effluent ozo n e
ECF and TCF processes have the lowest energy
consumption in the bleach plant of the avail-
able technologies.
En v i ronmental Disadva n t a g e s : In c re a s e d
reuse of process water may result in higher
h a z a rdous air pollutant emissions. Me t a l
concentrations increase as process water is
reused, and can affect the process. Estimates
of increased wood re q u i rements for TC F
p rocesses range from 0%-11%4 7 in compari-
son to the wood re q u i rements for an ECF
process with traditional pulping.
Enhanced ECF with chloride removal: An experimental
l ow-effluent process that modifies a mill with an enhanced ECF
p rocess to allow it to re c i rculate bleach plant filtrates in the
chemical re c ove ry system. The mill installs equipment to
re m ove the chloride that the bleach plant filtrate brings into the
chemical re c ove ry system. A mill-scale demonstration of this
add-on technology began in September 1995 and is expected to
be completed in June 1997. If the demonstration is successful,
then the mill will continue normal operations with the new
technology in place. 
En v i ronmental Ad va n t a g e s : Enhanced ECF with chloride re m ova l
is expected to achieve similar reductions in bleach plant effluent
volume and improvements in effluent quality comparable to
those that result from low-effluent ozone ECF processes. To t a l
and purchased energy consumption are projected to be lowe r
than that of a traditional ECF process. Total energy consumption
is expected to be slightly higher than that for an enhanced ECF
p rocess; howe ve r, the purchased energy consumption is expected
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Figure 10 
Estimates of Environmental and Process Indicators for

Bleached Kraft Pulp Manufacturing Technologies
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to be somewhat lower than that of an enhanced ECF pro c e s s
because of the energy savings that result from the steam generated
f rom the re c ove ry of additional organic material. 
En v i ronmental Disadva n t a g e s : In c reased water reuse may
result in higher hazardous air pollutant emissions fro m
p rocess sources. The combustion of chlorinated organic
compounds in the re c ove ry boiler may result in air emissions
of dioxins. The mill-scale demonstration will monitor the air
emissions to investigate these potential re l e a s e s .

4. Future technologies may emerge that make additional progress
toward the minimum-impact mill. 
The pace of re s e a rch and development of new technologies has
quickened dramatically in the last five years, giving manufacture r s
m o re options to consider. Agenda 2020, a re s e a rch agenda pro p o s e d
by the American Fo rest & Paper Association, provides an indica-
tion of the trends in re s e a rch on future technological advances. 

Fi g u re 9 depicts two groups of experimental technology
pathways. Chloride removal technologies are currently under-
going a mill-scale demonstration. Other potential future tech-
nologies are being tested at the laboratory and the pilot plant
scale. As described in previous sections, these technologies
include novel bleaching agents and other process modifications.
These new technologies are in different phases of development,
and it is difficult to predict when they will become commer-
cially available. Purchasers should recognize that new technolo-
gies in pulp and paper manufacturing do not provide benefits to
the environment until they are actually running at a commerc i a l
scale. In the paper industry, technologies usually require a min-
imum of five to ten years of laboratory and pilot plant testing
before they reach mill-scale demonstration. Technologies such
as oxygen delignification and ozone bleaching took about 20
years from initial laboratory demonstration to successful com-
mercial application, for example.

Availability:
Figure 11 shows the production of different types of bleached
kraft pulps in the United States in 1994. Paper products manu-
f a c t u red using 100% chlorine dioxide substitution alone and
with different combinations of extended delignification and
oxygen delignification make up approximately 25% of that pro-

Figure 11
Estimates of 1994 Bleached 

Kraft Pulp Production
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duction. Paper made using traditional and enhanced ECF pulp-
ing and bleaching processes are expected to increase. 

T h i rty-four percent of bleached kraft pulp produced in the
United States in 1994 was manufactured using extended deligni-
fication, oxygen delignification or both but still using some ele-
mental chlorine. Most, if not all, of these producers are poised to
eliminate elemental chlorine from their processes. As a result of
this change, close to half of all bleached kraft pulp in the Un i t e d
States would be manufactured using enhanced ECF processes. 

For manufacturers using traditional ECF processes, curre n t l y
about 8% of production, sunk investments in chlorine dioxide
generation capacity will tend to weigh against installing
extended or oxygen delignification. Installing these improve d
pulping technologies would idle some of the chlorine dioxide
generating capacity.

Ozone ECF and TCF pulps currently are not widely ava i l-
able, but this will change over time. In 1994, one U.S. mill pro-
duced about 300,000 metric tons of bleached softwood kraft
pulp using a low-effluent ECF process with ozone bleaching. In
1996, another two U.S. mills will produce bleached kraft hard-
wood pulp with an ECF process using ozone bleaching. In 1994,
one U.S. mill produced about 200,000 metric tons of bleached
softwood kraft pulp using a low-effluent TCF process. Se ve r a l
Scandinavian bleached kraft pulp mills operate low-effluent TC F
p rocesses. The available quantity of TCF bleached kraft pulp will
i n c rease by as much as 900,000 metric tons in 1997 when two
n ew Scandinavian bleached kraft mills begin operation, includ-
ing one mill with a virtually closed water system.

Product Re f o rmulation by Changing the Types of Pu l p s
Used in Paper Products

Recommendation 4. Pu rchasers of paper packaging, such as cor-
rugated boxes and folding cartons, should seek to purc h a s e
paper products made of unbleached kraft paperboard rather
than bleached kraft paperboard in cases where the packaging
meets functional and economic requirements.
• Ra t i o n a l e : Because the manufacturing process has fewer steps,

unbleached kraft pulp production has lower energy con-
sumption and environmental releases than does the produc-
tion of bleached kraft pulps. Fi g u re C-1 and Table C-1 i n

Appendix C present a more detailed comparison of the envi-
ronmental performance of coated bleached and unbleached
kraft paperboard. Unbleached kraft pulp also uses wood more
efficiently than bleached kraft pulp and is generally stronger.
Case studies of companies that have made these packaging
shifts have shown that consumer acceptance and overall per-
formance needs can readily be met.

• Availability/timing: Coated unbleached kraft for folding car-
tons is available today. Unbleached linerboard is often substi-
tuted for white-lined boxes. Switching to these materials
allows the purchaser to achieve environmental benefits in the
near term and will generally reduce costs. 

Recommendation 5. Pu rchasers of coated printing and writ-
ing papers should ex p ress their pre f e rence for paper that
i n c reases the substitution of mechanical pulp for bleached
kraft pulp in cases where the paper meets functional and eco-
nomic re q u i re m e n t s .
• Ra t i o n a l e . All coated printing and writing papers contain soft-

wood bleached kraft pulp to avoid paper breaks during the
printing process. Coated groundwood papers typically contain
an equal mix of softwood bleached kraft and gro u n d w o o d
pulps. En v i ronmentally preferable coated papers maximize the
g roundwood content, but do not increase the number of
b reaks per roll of paper. Mechanical pulping processes have
l ower releases to the environment and use wood re s o u rc e s
m o re efficiently than do bleached kraft pulping processes. Pro-
ducing a ton of mechanical pulp re q u i res about half the wood
of a bleached kraft process. Mechanical pulping processes do,
h owe ve r, consume more purchased electricity than do
bleached kraft pulping processes. The resulting emissions of
air pollutants such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and par-
ticulates depend on the fuels used by the utilities to generate
this electricity. Fi g u re C-2 and Table C-2 in Appendix C pre-
sent a more detailed comparison of the environmental perf o r-
mance of coated freesheet and lightweight coated papers.

Im p rovements in the pulping and papermaking pro c e s s
h a ve resulted in the manufacture of coated gro u n d w o o d
papers that have brightness similar to some coated freesheet
grades. In some applications, coated groundwood papers can
meet functional re q u i rements at lower basis weights and at
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lower cost than coated freesheet papers.
• Availability/timing: The availability of No. 4 coated ground-

wood papers continues to grow. These papers have 77 to 80
GE brightness and other properties similar to the equivalent
f reesheet grade. Coated groundwood papers that will com-
pete with No. 3 freesheet grades may become available in the
near future. These papers generally have lower prices than
coated freesheet paper with equivalent brightness.

Recommendation 6. Purchasers of printing and writing papers
should ex p ress their pre f e rence for paper that substitutes
bleached kraft for bleached sulfite pulps in cases where the paper
meets functional and economic requirements.
• Rationale: On average, sulfite pulp mills in the United States

have higher air and water emissions than bleached kraft pulp
mills per ton of production. The size of releases, howe ve r,
s h ow more variability than do releases from bleached kraft
mills, because sulfite mills use different pulping chemicals and
technologies that depend on the mix of final products. Thus
the performance of an individual sulfite mill may be similar
to that of a kraft mill producing the same product. Because of
this va r i a b i l i t y, purchasers who buy paper that contains sulfite
pulp should evaluate the performance of the mill producing
the paper. Figure C-3 and Table C-3 in Appendix C present
a more detailed comparison of the environmental perf o r-
mance of business papers that contain bleached kraft and
bleached sulfite pulps.

Unbleached sulfite pulps are significantly brighter than
unbleached kraft pulps. Sulfite pulps require lower quantities
of bleaching chemicals and can achieve very high brightness
l e vels as a result. High brightness, howe ve r, is appro p r i a t e
only for highly specific uses. Sulfite pulps also are easier to
bleach with TCF processes. While TCF bleaching will elimi-
nate discharges of chlorinated organic compounds, purc h a s e r s
should consider the overall environmental performance of
mills that produce paper that contain sulfite pulps. 

• Ava i l a b i l i t y / t i m i n g : Most grades of printing and writing
papers are produced with bleached kraft pulps; as a re s u l t ,
substitutes for sulfite pulps are widely available.

Recommendation 7. Pu rchasers of coated and uncoated
f reesheet paper should consider paper products that contain

bleached chemithermomechanical pulp (BCTMP) as a partial
substitute for hardwood kraft pulp in cases where the paper is
available and meets functional and economic requirements. 
• Ra t i o n a l e : BCTMP is the end product of a re l a t i vely new

pulping process that offers paper manufacturers who need
additional bleached pulp a high quality, lower-cost option
that also has environmental advantages. The market price of
BCTMP is about 12.5% lower than that of nort h e r n
bleached hardwood kraft market pulp in mid-1995.4 8

BCTMP costs less because the capital costs to install a new
state-of-the-art mill are about half those of a new kraft mill
per daily ton of capacity. BCTMP mills also can increase the
amount of fiber available to papermakers. Their low water
use, smaller efficient scale and low wood use compared to
bleached kraft pulp mills allow these mills to be sited in loca-
tions where most kraft pulp mills cannot operate.

BCTMP processes generate low releases to the enviro n m e n t
and use wood re s o u rces efficiently compared to bleached
kraft pulp. However, BCTMP processes consume more pur-
chased energy. Thus, substituting BCTMP trades fossil fuels
or hydropower for biomass fuels. Figure C-4 in Appendix C
illustrates the effect on energy consumption and releases to
the environment of incorporating 20% BCTMP into
uncoated business paper. 

The impact on the re c yclability of printing and writing
papers that incorporate BCTMP depends on the grade of
p a p e r. The re c yclability of coated papers is not affected by the
addition of BCTMP, because “old magazines”, the grade of
recovered paper that includes coated papers, already contains
mechanically pulped fibers. The current recycling infrastruc-
ture can handle the gradual introduction of BCTMP in spe-
cialty uncoated papers produced by non-integrated mills.
Bales of re c ove red paper with large quantities of BCTMP
fiber will probably have less value than recovered paper with
bleached kraft fibers. 

• Availability/timing: Canadian mills produced about 2 million
metric tons of BCTMP in 1994. They sell it primarily to
Eu ropean and Asian mills, where it is incorporated into a
range of paper products. Paper mills in the northern Un i t e d
States with below - a verage energy costs have the most opport u-
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nity to use BCTMP, as the wood most suitable to BCTMP
p rocesses is grown there. These mills are also closer to the
Canadian pulp mills that currently produce BCTMP; thus
t r a n s p o rtation costs should be lower for mills that buy mark e t
p u l p. With the increase in hardwood bleached kraft pulp costs,
some non-integrated paper mills in the United States have
incorporated BCTMP into their paper. Traditional classifica-
tions of “f re e s h e e t” paper grades in the United States have lim-
ited the substitution of BCTMP for hardwood bleached kraft
pulp to less than 10% of the fiber weight. Pu rchasing specifi-
cations based on gro u n d w o o d / f reesheet classifications may
need to be re c o n s i d e red. Adjustments in the paper-re c yc l i n g
system may also be necessary.

Recommendation 8. Purchasers should be open to considering
paper products that contain non-wood agricultural residue fiber
in cases where the products are available and meet functional
and economic requirements. 
• Ra t i o n a l e : Op p o rtunities to incorporate non-wood agricul-

tural residue fiber into paper products may arise as a result of
a combination of a mill’s geographic location, specific prod-
uct formulation and timing. Using agricultural residues in
paper offers a beneficial use for what would otherwise be a
waste product and does not entail additional use of land to
provide fiber for use in paper.

In contrast, currently available re s e a rch suggests that,
where there is a choice, it would be environmentally prefer-
able to grow trees rather than annual crops for paper. These
studies indicated that annual crops do not appear to offer a
yield of fiber per acre per year significantly greater than that
of fast-growing trees from plantations when one compare s
fibers with similar performance pro p e rties. In many cases,
annual crops also may re q u i re higher and more frequent doses
of fertilizer and pesticides to produce a ton of fiber than do
t ree plantations and do not provide additional benefits,
including habitat for wildlife and water-quality protection.

Modern papermaking with non-wood fibers, howe ve r, is
in its infancy, and definitive information on the issues raised
a b ove is lacking. Non-wood fibers may also re q u i re smaller
quantities of chemicals and consume less energy in chemical
and mechanical pulp manufacturing processes. With addi-

tional re s e a rch, new processes and technologies may be deve l-
oped that enhance the environmental benefits of using annual
crops as a source of fiber for papermaking, at least for specific
paper grades of paper in specific regions of the United States.

• Ava i l a b i l i t y / t i m i n g: A program in the Pacific No rt h west to
incorporate 7-10% rye straw into corrugating medium has
been underway for several years. Other potential uses of non-
wood fibers are in earlier stages of development. The Ta s k
Fo rc e’s re s e a rch suggests that non-wood pulps will have to
ove rcome several economic barriers before they are widely
used in paper products in the United St a t e s .

V. IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS 
The Paper Task Force has identified a range of action steps and
guidance that purchasers can use to implement the recommen-
dations on pulp and paper manufacturing. The first topic cov-
ered in this section is:
• Action steps — options that purchasers can use to incre a s e

their purchases of paper manufactured using enviro n m e n t a l l y
preferable production processes
The remaining topics provide guidance for purchasers to use

as they work with their suppliers to implement the recommen-
dation concerning:
• Minimum-impact mills — a holistic manufacturing concept

provided by paper suppliers that encompasses: 
– a vision and a definition of the minimum-impact mill
– environmental management systems
– manufacturing technology and R&D programs 

• Product reformulation by changing the types of pulps used in
paper products
All purchasers can select action steps that incorporate the

Task Force’s recommendations on pulp and paper manufactur-
ing into their purchasing process. Pu rc h a s e r s’ ability to commu-
nicate their interest in buying paper manufactured using
e n v i ronmentally preferable manufacturing processes depends
on their position in the supply chain. 
• Users of large quantities of paper who buy directly from inte-
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grated paper mills can obtain information directly from their
suppliers. 

• Purchasers who buy from paper merchants and office prod-
ucts stores can ask them to obtain information from the
paper manufacturer. 

• Purchasers who buy paper from non-integrated manufactur-
ers can ask the paper manufacturer to obtain information
about the purchased pulps in their products.

Action Steps
1. Educate yourself about your paper use and your
s u p p l i e r s .

• Identify the key functional requirements of the paper based
on its end uses. Informed purchasers can select paper based
on its performance rather than by grade or classification. For
example, a magazine publisher cares about the opacity, bright-
ness, gloss, runability and printability of the paper. As long as
the paper satisfies these re q u i rements, the specific grade of
paper is less important. 

• Read publicly available information about your suppliers.
Many paper manufacturers pre p a re annual enviro n m e n t a l
reports. These reports often provide descriptions of environ-
mental management programs and compliance records. The
m o re useful re p o rts give quantitative measures of mills’ energy
use and releases to the environment. They explain what this
data means and how it is changing over time. These reports
can also discuss areas for improvement and future plans.

Corporate annual re p o rts and quarterly financial state-
ments also contain useful information such as descriptions of
major mill modernizations and other large inve s t m e n t s .
Qu a rterly financial statements often have information on a
c o m p a n y’s compliance re c o rd, because companies are
re q u i red to re p o rt significant violations and fines to their
shareholders. Be aware that standards and enforcement levels
vary from state to state.

2. Have a dialogue with your supplier.

By including a discussion of environmental performance in a
dialogue with suppliers, purchasers make their suppliers aware
of the importance of this issue to them. The guidance below

provides specific information that purchasers can ask for in dis-
cussions with their suppliers to broaden their understanding of
their suppliers’ commitment to continuous enviro n m e n t a l
improvement and of the progress they have made to date.

3. Develop a specification for a specific paper
p r o d u c t .

Pu rchasers may wish to specify the types of pulps or a manufac-
turing process used in the paper they buy. These purchasers would
then buy paper from the suppliers that meet the specification.

4. Reward suppliers with additional business.

Based on your evaluation and your supplier’s ability to provide
the paper products you want, purchasers may wish to purchase
m o re paper from suppliers that meet their needs. Pu rc h a s e r s
who take this step send a strong signal to the market about their
interest in improved environmental performance.

5. Develop a strategic alliance with a supplier.

De veloping a strategic alliance deepens the relationship with
p re f e r red suppliers. Pu rchasers generally buy larger quantities of
paper within these alliances. Purchasers and suppliers also work
together to achieve mutual long-term goals.

6. Work with your suppliers to establish goals and
milestones for changing the paper you purchase.

Pu rchasers can work with suppliers to increase the percentage of
their paper purchases that are made with specific process tech-
nologies over time, for example. Purchasers and suppliers may
w o rk together to reformulate a product by changing the types of
pulps contained in that product.

Minimum-Impact Mills
In evaluating your suppliers’ approach to the minimum-impact
mill, obtain information from the suppliers on the follow i n g
components:
• the vision and commitment to the minimum-impact mill
• the environmental management systems 
• manufacturing technologies and research programs

Refer to Recommendations 1-3 for more information re g a rd-
ing these components. Use the quality and thoroughness of a
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supplier’s answers to the questions below to assess the quality of
their programs.

1. Vision and Commitment to the Minimum-Impact Mill

• A company-wide definition of the minimum-impact mill and
a goal to progress toward it

• Plans to make process modifications or other pollution-pre-
vention measures to make progress toward this goal

• How mills integrate the definition of the minimum-impact
mill into their investment strategy, both for major new pro-
jects and for the replacement or re n ovation of individual
pieces of equipment over time
– Examples of investments in specific manufacturing tech-

nologies or systems that are consistent with achieving
progress toward the minimum-impact mill

• How suppliers measure environmental progress at their mills

2. Environmental Management Systems

• Major features of the environmental management system (EMS)
• How mills measure the performance of the EMS

– Examples of how the EMS has improved enviro n m e n t a l
performance

• Instances of “significant non-compliance” (a specific legal
term) reported in the last 3 years 
– Plans to avoid these significant non-compliance events in

the future
– The role of the EMS in improving suppliers’ compliance

record
– Future plans and past track record in going beyond regula-

tory compliance
• Once ISO 14001 is approved, would your suppliers consider

obtaining certification for their mills?

3. Pulp and Paper Manufacturing Technologies and
Research Programs

An assessment of manufacturing technologies provides the
most direct information about suppliers’ pro g ress tow a rd the
minimum-impact mill. Su p p l i e r s’ re s e a rch and deve l o p m e n t
p rograms indicate their commitment to continuous enviro n-
mental  improvement and their likelihood of install ing
a d vanced pollution-pre vention technologies in advance of the
a verage manufacture r.

Obtain the following information on pollution-pre ve n t i o n
approaches to improve the manufacturing technologies for the
paper you purchase that contains each of the following pulps:

Mechanical pulps:
• Reductions in the water and energy consumption

Unbleached pulps:
• Reductions in water consumption
• Reductions in the discharge of spent pulping

liquor from spills and washing

Recycled content pulps:
• Reductions in water and energy consump-

tion
• The bleaching process for deinked fiber
• Methods to reduce the landfilling of

process residue (sludge)

Bleached kraft pulps:
• The pulping and bleaching processes used to

p roduce the type of paper you purchase. [Eva l u-
ate their answer based on the diagram of technol-
ogy pathways (Fi g u re 9) ]

• Plans for new manufacturing technology investments
– Do these process technologies reduce natural resource con-

sumption and releases to the environment? 
– If a supplier plans to install potential future technologies

• What is their current level of development? 
• When do they expect to install these technologies at

paper mills?
Obtain the following information on research and develop-

ment programs:
• In-house re s e a rch programs and/or support for re s e a rch on

a d vanced pollution-pre vention technologies at schools of
pulp and paper science 

• Percentage of sales that funds these programs 
• How have re s e a rch programs translated into the deve l o p m e n t

and installation of specific manufacturing technologies at
suppliers’ mills?
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Environmental Performance Indicators
Most businesses that seek to improve the quality of their pro d-
ucts or services use quantitative measures to assess their pro g re s s .
The Paper Task Fo rce has developed two sets of measures that
can be used to assess environmental pro g ress tow a rd the mini-
mum-impact mill. The first set of indicators can be used to e va l-
uate one supplier’s pro g ress over time. The second set can be used
to c o m p a re technologies used by different suppliers to manufacture
bleached kraft and sulfite pulp. These indicators are defined in
the chapter’s ove rv i ew of pulp and paper manufacturing.

Using these indicators will not be a simple task initially, and
will re q u i re a dialogue with your suppliers. At first, paper pur-
chasers who have direct relationships with paper manufacture r s
will be most able to use these indicators. As more purchasers use
this approach, it will become easier and more automatic.

Purchasers that buy paper from specific mills may prefer to
receive these data on a mill-by-mill basis. Purchasers need data
f rom individual mills to assess compliance re c o rds. Su p p l i e r s
should be able to provide this information, because mills report
these data to local and state regulators. Other purchasers may
prefer to see these data on a more aggregated basis, at the divi-
s i o n4 9 or company level, for example. Aggregating these data
may also avoid a supplier’s concern about releasing proprietary
information. Non-integrated manufacturers should be able to
p rovide estimates of environmental releases that incorporate fac-
tors for the market pulp they buy.50

1. Indicators of General Environmental Performance

This set of indicators provides quantitative information about
energy consumption and releases to the environment of regu-
lated substances. Several inter-related factors affect the values of
these indicators:
• The manufacturing technology at a mill
• The type of pollution-control equipment
• The operation of the pollution-control equipment
• Local environmental conditions
• En v i ronmental permits (which are based on local enviro n-

mental conditions and thus can vary among different states). 
Local environmental conditions include the size of the river

that the mill discharges into, the presence of other industrial

facilities that also discharge into the rive r, or the number of peo-
ple or sensitive ecosystems near the mill. 

A list of the indicators, and how to collect and use them follow s .

Indicators of General Environmental Performance
• Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)

Unit of Measure = kg/metric ton of final product
• Color

Unit of Measure = kg/metric ton of final product
• Fresh Water Use

Unit of Measure = gallons/ton of final product
• Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)

Unit of Measure = pounds/ton of final product
• Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)

Unit of Measure = pounds/ton of final product
• Total Reduced Sulfur Compounds (TRS)

Unit of Measure = pounds/ton of final product
• Total Energy Consumption

Unit of Measure = millions of Btu’s/ton of final product
• Purchased Energy Consumption

Unit of Measure = millions of Btu’s/ton of final product

Collecting the data:
• From suppliers, obtain state permit re q u i rements, supplier

emissions data and statistical process variability for the per-
formance indicators above. Mills have these data because they
monitor these indicators on a regular basis. 
– The monthly average describes the level of performance.
– The statistical variability of the data describes the effective-

ness of process control systems and the enviro n m e n t a l
management system.

– Information can be requested for a specific mill or on a
more aggregated level for a division or company.

Fi g u re D-1 in Appendix D contains an example of a form deve l-
oped by a Task Fo rce member for its purchasers to collect these data. 

Using the data:
• C o m p a re the supplier-re p o rted data to the state permit

requirements to determine the following:
– Is the supplier in compliance with environmental re g u l a t i o n s ?
– Does the supplier’s environmental performance go beyond

compliance?
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Pu rchasers should be aware that mills operate substantially
below their permit limits on a routine basis.

• C o m p a re data over several years to determine whether the sup-
plier demonstrates continuous environmental improve m e n t .

• Discuss suppliers’ track re c o rd to understand the basis for
their environmental performance. Ask about:
– the technologies and other process changes the mill has made

in the past to achieve their current level of perf o r m a n c e
– future plans to improve environmental performance
– if improvements have been made in the past, discuss the

c u r rent opportunities and limitations to achieving addi-
tional improvement

– h ow the performance indicators measure the suppliers’
progress and timing toward the long-term goal of the min-
imum-impact mill

2. Performance Indicators for Bleached Kraft and
Sulfite Pulping Te c h n o l o g i e s

This set of performance indicators applies to mills that produce
bleached kraft and sulfite pulp. Purchasers can use these indica-
tors to compare the performance of pollution-prevention tech-
nologies and operations at different mills, because the size of
the indicators depends on the technologies installed at the mill. 

A list of the indicators, and how to collect and use them follow s .

Indicators for Bleached Kraft and Sulfite Pulping Technologies
• Bleach Plant Effluent Flow

Unit of Measure = gallons/ton of final product
• Adsorbable Organic Halogens (AOX)

Unit of Measure = kg/metric ton of final product
• Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)

Unit of Measure = kg/metric ton of final product
• Dioxins

Unit of Measure = picograms/liter of water (parts per
quadrillion)

Collecting the data:
• From suppliers, obtain supplier emissions data and statistical

p rocess variability for the performance indicators above .
Some states may include these parameters in their operating
permits.
– The monthly average describes the level of performance.

– The statistical variability of the data describes the effective-
ness of process control systems and the environmental man-
agement system.

– Information can be requested for a specific mill or on a more
aggregated level for a division or company.

Fi g u re D-2 in Appendix D contains an example of a form
developed by a Task Force member for its purchasers to collect
these data. 

Using these data:
• Compare the data reported by different manufacturers of the

same product to assess the environmental performance of the
pollution-prevention technologies installed by each supplier.

• C o m p a re data over time to determine whether a supplier
demonstrates continuous environmental improvement.

• Discuss these comparisons with suppliers to understand the
basis for their environmental performance. Ask about:
– the technologies and other process changes the mill has

made to achieve this level of performance (For guidance,
refer to the technology pathways in Figure 9.)

– future plans to improve the level of performance
– if improvements have been made in the past, discuss the

c u r rent opportunities and limitations to achieving addi-
tional improvement

– h ow the performance indicators measure the suppliers’
progress and timing toward the long-term goal of the min-
imum-impact mill

Figure 10 illustrates trends in the size of these indicators for the
bleach plant filtrates from a softwood bleached kraft pulp mill
that uses a range of manufacturing technologies. 

Product Reformulation Based on Changes in
Pulps Used in Specific Paper Products

Many opportunities exist to substitute environmentally pre f e r-
able pulps in paper products. Making these substitutions also
may result in some cost savings for the purc h a s e r. Pu rchasers must
first evaluate their paper use to take advantage of these opport u-
nities. To identify possible pulp substitutions, purchasers need to
learn what types of pulp are used in a given paper product, and
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h ow the potential substitutes affect key functional re q u i re-
ments. Table 2 lists major paper and paperboard grades,

along with information about potential pulp substitutes. VI. ANSWERS TO FREQUENTLY 
ASKED QUESTIONS

1. Why should purchasers be concerned with the
environmental performance of a supplier beyond
meeting federal, state and local regulations?

Being in compliance with environmental regulations is an impor-
tant starting point but that may not be enough to help a supplier
a c h i e ve the long-term goal of sustainable pulp and paper manu-
facturing or gain the additional environmental and economic
a d vantages of pollution-pre vention approaches in manufacturing.

Pulp and paper manufacturers already are making their pro-
duction processes more sustainable by using pollution-preven-
tion approaches. Some paper manufacturers view pollution as
waste that results from an inefficient manufacturing pro c e s s .
Some have supported pollution-prevention approaches as pro-
viding an “extra margin of environmental safety,” as a way to
reduce the probability of undesired environmental surprises, or
as a means of meeting future regulations and social expectations
over the long lifespan of manufacturing equipment.

There are economic advantages to the pollution-prevention
approach, as well. Some paper manufacturers have emphasized
the competitive advantage that comes from more efficient use of
resources, lower costs for complying with environmental regu-
lations and the ability to compete more effectively in environ-
mentally sensitive markets such as Europe. 

By focusing on the process, companies have developed inno-
vative technologies and practices that have reduced releases to
the environment and saved money. Companies with strong pol-
lution-reduction programs are moving forward for non-regula-
tory reasons. “We’ve gotten hooked on emissions reductions,”
says Du Po n t’s vice president for safety, health and enviro n m e n t .
“The lowest cost operators of the twenty-first century will be
those with the least amount of environmental waste.”51

2. Will implementing pollution-prevention approaches
that reduce pulp mill releases to water result in
larger releases to air or land?

Pollution-prevention approaches minimize releases of waste to
the environment through technology changes, process control,
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PAPER GRADE U S E S P OTENTIAL REFORMULAT I O N AVA I L A B I L I T Y / C O M M E N T S
(PULPS USED) OR SUBSTITUTION
Specialty Uncoated Text and cover paper Substitute bleached kraft W i d e ly av a i l able except at 
F r e e s h e e t for books, l e t t e r h e a d , for sulfite-based pap e r v e ry high brightness levels
(Bleached kraft pulp, s t at i o n e ry, business 
some sulfite pulp) c a r d s , short printing runs Substitute up to 30% BCTMP BCTMP market pulp is currently

( e . g . ,i n v i t at i o n s ) ,e t c . for hardwood bleached kraft pulp manufactured in Canada.
N o n - i n t e gr ated suppliers are
most likely to use it because
BCTMP is less expensive than
bleached kraft pulp

C o ated Freesheet C at a l o g s ,h i g h e r-end Substitute higher brightness Av a i l able; brightness levels
(Bleached kraft pulp) m ag a z i n e s , direct mail p apers containing mechanical pulp are increasing to match some

i n s e r t s , annual reports, types of coated freesheet
commercial printing

Mottled W h i t e / C o r r u g ated boxes Unbleached linerboard W i d e ly av a i l able 
Solid Bleached
L i n e r b o a r d
(Bleached kraft pulp)

Solid Bleached Folding cartons and C o ated unbleached kraft Av a i l ability is gr o w i n g
S u l f ate Pap e r b o a r d other packagi n g p ap e r b o a r d
(Bleached kraft pulp)

Table 2
Potential Reformulation of Products

Using Environmentally Preferable Pulps
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raw material substitution, and product reformulation as well as
t h rough improved training, maintenance and housekeeping.
These approaches seek to reduce pollution by avoiding its for-
mation in the first place; there f o re, pollution-pre ve n t i o n
approaches do not include technologies or practices that trans-
fer pollution across media. Sometimes, howe ve r, achieving a sig-
nificant reduction in releases to water may result in a
c o m p a r a t i vely small increase in air emissions or solid waste. Po l-
lution-prevention approaches reduce the total releases and risk
to human health and the environment.

3. What is elemental chlorine-free 
(ECF) bleaching?

Elemental chlorine-free (ECF) bleaching processes substitute
chlorine dioxide for elemental chlorine in the bleaching process. 

Under some conditions, the use of chlorine dioxide in place
of chlorine may not completely eliminate the presence of chlo-
rine in the bleaching process, howe ve r. Chlorine can be formed
in some older chlorine dioxide generating equipment, or can
be created in chemical reactions involving chlorine dioxide in
the bleach plant.

4. Are there different kinds of ECF 
bleaching processes?

The Task Fo rce has identified three different processes: tradi-
tional ECF, enhanced ECF and low-effluent ECF processes.
• Mills with traditional ECF processes replace elemental chlo-

rine with chlorine dioxide. Your suppliers may refer to this
process as “ECF bleaching.”

•Mills with enhanced ECF processes use oxygen delignification
and/or extended delignification to re m ove more lignin during
the pulping process before bleaching the pulp with an ECF
process.

• Mills with l ow-effluent ECF p rocesses have modified an
enhanced ECF process to send additional organic waste gen-
erated in the bleach plant back to the chemical recovery sys-
tem. In a low-effluent o zone ECF p rocess, ozone re p l a c e s
chlorine dioxide in the first bleaching stage of an enhanced
ECF process. A second approach uses an enhanced ECF
process but installs additional technologies in other parts of
the mill to remove chlorides from the bleach plant filtrates.

One such technology is undergoing a mill-scale demonstra-
tion in North Carolina.

5. Why should purchasers look for paper that
contains bleached kraft pulp made with ECF
bleaching processes?

• Eliminating elemental chlorine from the bleach plant
reduces the environmental impacts associated
with the discharge of highly-chlorinated
organic compounds, such as dioxins. 

• By installing improved pulping pro c e s s e s ,
such as oxygen delignification or extended
delignification, mills can remove as much
lignin as possible from the unbleached
pulp, and thus reduce their chemical use
and releases to the environment.

• L ow-effluent processes reduce these re l e a s e s
f u rther and thus provide additional pro g ress to
the long-term goal of the minimum-impact mill. 

6. Is the environmental performance of totally
chlorine-free (TCF) bleaching processes better than
that of ECF bleaching processes?

T h e re is currently no simple answer to this question. It also
depends on which pulping process one considers. When con-
sidering TCF sulfite pulps and E C F k ra f t pulps, purc h a s e r s
should consider all releases to the environment rather than the
discharge of chlorinated organic compounds alone. On ave r a g e ,
mills that produce TCF sulfite pulps will have higher releases to
air and water than do mills that produce ECF bleached kraft
pulps. Howe ve r, purchasers evaluating paper products that con-
tain TCF sulfite pulps should compare the environmental per-
formance indicators of these mills with the indicators fro m
bleached kraft mills. The environmental performance of indi-
vidual sulfite mills varies more than does that of individual
bleached kraft pulp mills.

To date, most of the studies that compare the environmental
effects of ECF and TCF effluents from bleached kraft mills have
been performed at mills that have oxygen delignification and/or
extended delignification. These studies have shown that the dif-
ference in the environmental impacts of the effluent from these
processes is small; and the results of the studies have conflicted.
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Mo re re s e a rch needs to be done to understand these differe n c e s .
Based on current re s e a rch, TCF processes may provide the

most efficient route to minimum bleach plant effluent flow by
a voiding the generation of chlorides throughout the bleaching
p rocess. These technologies are described in the ove rv i ew of Pu l p
and Paper Manufacturing. (See the next question for additional
i n f o r m a t i o n . )

7. If dioxins are no longer detected in mill effluent,
then hasn’t the industry taken care of the problem?

The Science Ad v i s o ry Board of the EPA recommends that
dioxins be classified as a probable human carcinogen. Dioxin is
also suspected of causing a range of neurological, reproductive
and immune system disorders at ve ry low levels of exposure .
The current concentration of these persistent compounds in
human tissues is approaching levels where one might start to
see effects in certain human populations.52 As a result of these
concerns, current efforts focus on identifying and eliminating
all sources of dioxins.

Di oxins we re first discove red in bleached kraft and sulfite
pulp manufacturing in 1985. Since then, the pulp and paper
i n d u s t ry re p o rts that it has reduced total emissions by 92%.
Much of this progress has come from replacing elemental chlo-
rine with chlorine dioxide. 

Mills with ECF processes generally do not have detectable
levels of dioxins in the final mill effluent. The fact that dioxins
are not detected in mill effluent, however, does not mean that
d i oxins are never generated during the bleaching process. It sim-
ply means that the current tests are not sensitive enough to
determine whether any dioxins are present. The only way mills
can ensure that no dioxins are generated during the bleaching
process is to eliminate the use of all chlorine compounds.

While eliminating all chlorine compounds from the bleach
plant will pre vent the generation of dioxins, dioxins are only
one class of chemicals found in the releases from mills that pro-
duce bleached pulps. The Task Fo rce recommends the mini-
mum-impact mill approach because it encompasses a broader
set of environmental issues that includes the elimination of
d i oxins. The next question examines why purchasers should
consider these broader environmental concerns.

8. If dioxins are no longer detected in mill effluent,
why do mills need to continue to reduce the quantity
and improve the quality of their effluent?

While scientists have made great progress in understanding the
effects of mill effluent on the environment, they still face con-
siderable challenges to identifying all of the potential concerns.
Scientists continue to find new substances in the complex mix-
ture of organic material that is discharged in pulp mill effluent.
It is unlikely that we will ever have a complete understanding of
the toxic effects of the compounds in the effluent individually,
let alone their effects as a mixture. 

Field studies of the environmental effects of the effluent,
while important, may not provide a complete picture of
impacts. These biological and ecological studies are expensive
and complex, and they often are highly limited in their ability
to show specific cause-and-effect relationships. 

Pollution-prevention approaches minimize the possibility of
unwanted surprises by avoiding the release of these materials.

9. Is purchasing paper with lower brightness levels
better for the environment?

L owering brightness targets by up to 10 points is not likely to pro-
vide environmental benefits if the pulps used in the paper stay the
same. Mills use re l a t i vely small amounts of chemicals to achieve
the final pulp brightness, and some mills cannot economically
reduce the brightness of the pulp or paper that they pro d u c e .

Lowering brightness standards does benefit the environment
when it allows a papermaker to change the types of pulps used
in the paper product. For example, lowering the brightness
requirement of a coated publication paper from 83 to 78 GE
brightness allows the publisher to use a high-quality coated
groundwood paper in place of a coated freesheet. Maximizing
the groundwood content in publication papers takes advantage
of the fact that mechanical pulping processes have lower re l e a s e s
to the environment and use wood re s o u rces more efficiently
than do bleached kraft pulping processes. In addition, coated
g roundwood paper generally costs less than does coated
freesheet of equivalent quality.

Relaxing brightness requirements may also allow purchasers
of packaging to switch from bleached to unbleached or re c yc l e d
kraft paperboard. Purchasers who make this switch will buy an
e n v i ronmentally preferable paper product and will reduce costs. 
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Using paper with ve ry high brightness levels will limit the
opportunities to incorporate pulps made with environmentally
preferable manufacturing processes.

10. Will adding mechanical pulps like bleached
chemithermomechanical pulp (BCTMP) to business
papers affect their recyclability?

Adding BCTMP to business papers will affect the recyclability
of the paper, but the re c ycling collection infrastru c t u re can
adapt to its presence in paper products. In some cases, a bale of
re c ove red paper with a large percentage of paper containing
BCTMP (scrap from a printer, for example), would have a
lower market value than a bale containing only kraft fibers.

BCTMP fibers themselves have greater re c yclability because
mechanically pulped fibers surv i ve more re c ycling cycles than do
chemically pulped fibers. Because modern deinking mills use
h yd rogen peroxide and other non-chlorine bleaching agents that
brighten the pulp, incorporating BCTMP into office papers
should not affect the quality of the resulting deinked pulp. 

Mills that make tissue and newsprint from recovered paper
a l ready use re c ove red mechanical fiber, so the presence of
BCTMP in the coated papers used in magazines and catalogs
would not require change in the recycling infrastructure.

For manufacturers of deinked white pulp used in printing
and writing paper, BCTMP will enter the re c ycling system grad-
ually in the future, as non-integrated manufacturers of high-
value printing and writing papers add this lower cost pulp to
their paper. Deinking mills already allow a small percentage of
g roundwood in the re c ove red paper they purchase. These factors
should allow the markets for re c ove red paper to adjust to the use
of BCTMP in printing and writing papers in the United St a t e s .

11. Is paper that contains fiber made from non-wood
annual crops environmentally preferable?

Of the non-wood fiber sources, the Task Fo rce identified some
e n v i ronmental benefits associated with using agricultural re s i d u e s ,
such as rye or wheat straw, in paper products. Incorporating pulps
made from agricultural residues offers an additional local source of
fiber for mills, and reduces the environmental impacts associated
with disposing of this agricultural waste. Farmers formerly burned
these residues, creating significant air pollution, until recent laws
p rohibited this practice in many re g i o n s .

The situation appears to be somewhat different for annual
c rops, such as kenaf. W h e re climatic and soil conditions allow
one to choose between growing annual crops and trees, curre n t
re s e a rch suggests that trees on this land would be preferable fro m
an environmental perspective. These studies indicate that the
fiber yields of non-wood plants do not appear to be significantly
g reater than those of fast-growing hardwood and softwood tre e s
g rown under intensive management regimes when one compare s
the yield of fibers with similar performance pro p e rties. Annual
c rops re q u i re higher and more frequent doses of fert i l i zer and
pesticides to produce a ton of fiber than do tree plantations, and
they do not provide additional benefits including habitat for
wildlife and water quality pro t e c t i o n .

Farmers who add an annual crop for paper to their crop ro t a-
tions may see some benefits in reduced pesticide use and improve d
soil stru c t u re. Howe ve r, farmers must weigh these benefits against
the increased transportation costs to the pulp mill that may re s u l t
f rom a more dispersed cultivation of the annual crops. 

Generally, modern papermaking with non-wood fibers is in
its infancy, and definitive information on the issues raised above
is lacking. Non-wood fibers may also require smaller quantities
of chemicals and consume less energy in chemical and mechan-
ical pulp manufacturing processes. With additional re s e a rc h ,
new processes and technologies may be developed that enhance
the environmental benefits of using annual crops as a source of
fiber for papermaking, at least for specific grades of paper in
specific regions of the United States. Purchasers should be open
to considering papers made with fiber from annual crops where
clear environmental benefits can be demonstrated.

12. Is it likely that major technologies are being
developed that will fundamentally change pulping,
bleaching or chemical recovery systems, but that
these technologies are not widely known?

To date, because of the high cost of research and development,
major technologies have been developed by paper manufactur-
ers in concert with equipment suppliers. These major technolo-
gies generally are known and can be purchased by any company
in the industry. It is unlikely that a paper supplier is u s i n g a
major technology that provides substantial environmental ben-
efits that is not known to others in the industry.
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Bleach plant Biochemical Color Adsorbable Organic Chemical Oxygen
effluent flow53 Oxygen Demand Halogens (AOX) Demand (COD)

(BOD)

(gallons per ton (kilograms per air-dried (kilograms per air-dried (kilograms per air-dried (kilograms per air-dried
of air-dried pulp) metric ton of pulp) metric ton of pulp) metric ton of pulp) metric ton of pulp)

Traditional pulping
and bleaching 12,000 10.9 - 15.5*54 86.5 - 127*54 1.8 - 2.255 6556

(50% chlorine dioxide 
substitution in the
first bleaching stage) 54 54 57 57

Traditional ECF 12,000 14.5 - 15.1*55 71.5 - 113*55 1.558 6558

Enhanced ECF 5,000 - 7,500 6.0 - 1157 40 - 7257 0.40 - 1.158 25 - 4559

Low effluent 1,300 - 3,800 4.460 3.160 0.160 1160

ozone ECF

Low effluent TCF 1,300 - 3,800 2.961 4.261 background levels 61 8.961

Enhanced ECF with 1,300 - 3,800 2.062 2.062 0.1 62 8 - 1163

chloride removal

VII.APPENDICES

Appendix A. Ranges for Data on 
Environmental Parameters

Table A-1 contains ranges of several parameters for the bleach
plant filtrates from softwood bleached kraft pulp mills with dif-
ferent manufacturing processes. 

Appendix B. Cost Model for Bleached 
Kraft Pulp Manufacturing Technologies

This appendix presents additional information on the cost
model developed for installing pollution-prevention technolo-
gies at bleached kraft pulp mills. White Paper No. 7 provides a
full discussion of this model. The model has two parts:
• Capital cost scenarios based on mill-specific factors 
• A detailed estimate of capital and operating costs for thre e

model mills based on a mid-range capital cost scenario

Capital Cost Scenarios

A series of capital cost scenarios for bleached kraft pulp mills in
d i f f e rent configurations follows. These scenarios re p resent the
highest to lowest costs to install currently available pollution- pre-
vention technologies, such as oxygen delignification, at bleached
kraft pulp mills. 
• Mills that produce more pulp than they use and have limited

recovery boiler capacity, space, equipment, or other limitations
The next major investment at these mills generally balances
pulp and final product production by adding another paper
machine at the mill. 

• Existing mills with limited recovery boiler capacity
Installing enhanced ECF or low-effluent processes re q u i res a
major upgrade to the re c ove ry boiler and might re q u i re a
replacement. Re c ove ry capacity limitations can add from $20
to $75 million to the capital costs of these technology options.

• Existing mills with space or equipment limitations
These mills have available recovery boiler capacity, but must
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install additional equipment to operate an enhanced ECF or
low effluent process. These limitations are highly site-specific
and depend on the age and configuration of the mill. A mill
may need to replace inefficient unbleached pulp washing sys-
tems rather than upgrade them. Space limitations may also
require a new building for the oxygen delignification system.

• Mills with incremental recovery boiler capacity available and no
site-specific or equipment limitations 
The Paper Task Force cost model in White Paper No. 7 used
this scenario as a base case. As suggested by this list, individ-
ual mills may face costs that are higher or lower than those
a n a l y zed in the model. Howe ve r, the model does provide a
good basis for the comparison of different technologies and
the sensitivity of costs to other internal or external factors.

• The mill must install new equipment to upgrade to a traditional
ECF process
In some cases, in order to eliminate elemental chlorine from
the bleach plant under a traditional ECF approach, the mill
must install new equipment. This new equipment can make
the traditional ECF approach more expensive than enhanced
ECF pulping and bleaching. For example, a mill may have to
install new chlorine dioxide generators in order to eliminate
its use of elemental chlorine, rather than upgrading its exist-
ing generators. Thus, the basis for the comparison has
changed, because of the age and configuration of the mill’s
bleaching system.

• Installing enhanced ECF or low-effluent processes allows a mill to
increase capacity by debottlenecking other processes
Installing oxygen delignification and low-effluent pro c e s s e s
may allow a mill to obtain a small capacity increase (on the
o rder of 5% - 10%) without increasing the size of the effluent
t reatment, air emission controls or other systems at the mill.
The re venue earned by increasing the production of pulp or
paper improves the economics. For example, if a 1000 metric
ton per day market pulp mill can increase its capacity by 50
tons per day, the mill saves $20,000 per day (assuming a $400
d i f f e rence in internal pulp production costs and the price of
m a rket pulp. )

• Increase capacity during a major modernization at a mill
Recovery boilers, digesters, bleach lines and other large com-

ponents of a bleached kraft pulp mill need to be replaced or
re n ovated eve ry 15 to 20 years. Installing technologies that
reduce chlorine dioxide use and the organic loading in the
effluent allow the company to avoid investments in additional
chlorine dioxide generators and larger air emissions contro l
and effluent treatment systems. 

Mills faced with a major investment in equipment often
i n c rease capacity (1) to get additional re venue to offset the
$300 to $500 million capital investment and (2) to increase
their production of low cost, high quality pulp. In some cases,
modernizations include paper machines to use this pulp; in
other cases, companies reduce production at higher cost mills
to lower manufacturing costs systemwide.

• Building a greenfield (completely new) mill
Mills install a combination of technologies that result in the
lowest capital and operating costs. Low-effluent ozone ECF
and TCF systems have the best economics because they have
the lowest operating costs and avoid the investment in chlo-
rine dioxide generators and large effluent treatment systems.

Detailed Cost Model

The Task Force developed capital and operating cost estimates
to install pollution-pre vention technologies at existing mills
with traditional pulping and 50% chlorine dioxide substitution
for elemental chlorine in the first bleaching stage. The pollu-
tion–prevention technologies included:
• traditional ECF
• ECF with oxygen delignification or extended delignification

(enhanced ECF)
• low-effluent ozone ECF, both medium (MC) and (HC) high

consistency
• low-effluent ozone TCF
• enhanced ECF with chloride removal

We considered the costs to install these technologies at three
model bleached kraft mills which varied by capacity and wood
species used.
• Mill 1 produces 1000 air-dried metric tons per day

(ADMT/D) of softwood bleached kraft pulp
• Mil l 2 produces 500 air-dried metric  tons per day

(ADMT/D) of softwood bleached kraft pulp
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• Mill 3 produces 500 air-dried metric tons per day
(ADMT/D) of hardwood bleached kraft pulp
Table B-1 p resents the capital, operating and incre m e n t a l

costs associated with installing a range of pollution-prevention
technologies at the existing model mills. All costs are presented
on an after-tax basis using the standard federal corporate tax
rate of 34%. Capital costs were annualized using an equipment
life of 15 years and a cost of capital and debt of 10%. The annu-
alized capital costs also include the tax savings that result from
straight-line depreciation of the capital costs. Operating costs
include chemical costs, power costs and additional technical
and maintenance support for new equipment.

This cost model indicates that the traditional ECF processes
have the highest operating costs for all three model mills, while
enhanced ECF and ozone TCF processes have the lowest oper-
ating costs. The difference in the total costs associated with
installing any of the pollution-pre vention technologies at the
base case mills is about $15 per air-dried metric ton of pulp.

Appendix C. Environmental Comparison for
Different Paper Products

This appendix presents additional information on the enviro n-
mental comparisons of paper products that contain different pulps.
We present comparisons of energy consumption and releases to air,
water and land for the products discussed in Recommendations 4 -
7. The paper products discussed in this appendix are :
• Coated paperboard : Solid bleached sulfate and coated

unbleached kraft paperboard (Recommendation 4, W h i t e
Paper 10C)

• Coated publication papers: Coated freesheet and lightwe i g h t
coated groundwood pulps (Recommendation 5, White Paper
No. 10A)

• Business papers: Bleached kraft and sulfite pulps (Recommen-
dation 6, White Paper No. 12)

• Business papers: Bleached kraft pulp and bleached kraft pulp
with 20% bleached chemithermomechanical pulp (BCTMP)
(Recommendation 7, White Paper No. 12)
The energy consumption data includes the energy consumed

to produce the bleaching chemicals along with the energy
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Table B-1
Annualized After-Tax Per-Ton Total Costs

Capital costs Annualized Incremental Total cost
capital costs operating costs year 1

Technology option (millions of dollars) ($/ADMT) ($/ADMT) ($/ADMT)

Mill 1 (1000 ADMT/D softwood)

Base case $0.0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Traditional ECF $28.9 $8.97 $8.72 $17.69
Enhanced ECF $35.8 $11.13 ($2.38) $8.76
MC Ozone ECF $40.8 $12.67 ($1.30) $11.37
HC Ozone ECF $50.8 $15.80 ($1.74) $14.06
MC Ozone TCF $42.8 $13.29 $8.08 $21.37
HC Ozone TCF $52.8 $16.40 ($2.23) $14.17
Enhanced ECF + chloride removal $55.8 $17.35 $3.56 $20.91

Mill 2 (500 ADMT/D softwood)

Base case $0.0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Traditional ECF $18.0 $12.36 $8.72 $21.08
Enhanced ECF $25.1 $17.25 ($1.97) $15.08
MC Ozone ECF $29.3 $20.10 ($0.71) $19.40
HC Ozone ECF $35.0 $24.04 ($1.06) $22.98
MC Ozone TCF $30.6 $21.01 $8.71 $29.72
HC Ozone TCF $36.3 $24.95 ($1.51) $23.43
Enhanced ECF + chloride removal $38.3 $26.31 $3.97 $30.28

Mill 3 (500 ADMT/D hardwood

Base case $0.0 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Traditional ECF $16.8 $11.50 $6.41 $20.22
Enhanced ECF $25.1 $17.25 $1.75 $19.00
MC Ozone ECF $29.3 $20.10 $3.50 $23.60
HC Ozone ECF $35.0 $24.04 $5.74 $29.79
HC Ozone TCF $36.3 $24.95 $3.99 $28.63
Enhanced ECF + chloride removal $38.3 $26.31 $7.69 $34.00

Tax rate 34%
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required in the paper manufacturing process. In the charts, we
use a weighted average of three bleached kraft pulping pro c e s s e s
in the calculation of the environmental parameters. T h e
weighted average is based on the 1994 U.S. production of the
following types of bleached kraft pulp:
• Traditional pulping and bleaching – 50% chlorine dioxide and

50% elemental chlorine in the first bleaching stage (50% D)
• Traditional ECF (100% D)
• Enhanced ECF using oxygen delignification (O + 100% D)

Coated Paperboard

Coated paperboard generally contains 84%-85% fiber, 9%-10%
coating and 6% moisture. Fi g u re C-1 and Table C-1 p resent the
a verage and ranges of energy consumption and enviro n m e n t a l
parameters for solid bleached sulfate (SBS) paperboard that con-
tains bleached kraft pulp and coated unbleached kraft (CUK)
p a p e r b o a rd that contains unbleached kraft pulp. 

With the exception of emissions of hazardous air pollutants,
the energy consumption and environmental releases generated
during the production of SBS are higher than those of CUK.
The higher hazardous air pollutant emissions generated during
CUK production are thought to result from a carryover of
organic material from the pulping process. These results illus-
trate the change in environmental performance that re s u l t s
from bleaching kraft pulp.

Coated Publication Papers

Coated printing and writing papers generally contain about
30% coating by weight. Coated freesheet (CFS) paper contains
a p p roximately 64% bleached kraft hardwood and softwood
pulps; lightweight coated groundwood (LWC) papers usually
contain a 50:50 mix of bleached softwood kraft pulp and
groundwood pulp. Figure C-2 and Table C-2 present the aver-
age and the ranges, re s p e c t i ve l y, for energy consumption and
releases to the environment generated during the production of
these grades of paper.

Fi g u re C-2 illustrates the effect of high-yield pulping
processes on energy consumption and releases to the environ-
ment. The purchased energy is higher for the lightweight coated
g roundwood paper because little wood waste is available as fuel.
Emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and carbon diox i d e

f rom burning fossil fuels generally depend on the amount of
p u rchased electricity, which is high for groundwood pulping
processes. Process-related air emissions and releases to water are
lower for LWC than they are for coated freesheet, because the
higher-yield groundwood process conve rts more wood into
pulp than does the kraft process.

Business Papers with Bleached Kraft and Sulfite Pulps

Uncoated business papers made with an alkaline process gener-
ally contain 78% bleached pulp, 16% calcium carbonate filler
and 6% water. Figure C-3 and Table C-3 present a comparison
of the energy consumption and releases to the enviro n m e n t
generated by business papers that contain bleached kraft pulp
and bleached sulfite pulps.

Bleached sulfite pulping processes consume less total and
p u rchased energy than do bleached kraft pulping pro c e s s e s
because smaller quantities of chemicals are used to bleach sulfite
pulps. In this case, the sulfite is bleached with a combination of
elemental chlorine and sodium hypochlorite, a process that is
c u r rently used by several sulfite mills in the U.S. Releases of par-
ticulates and carbon dioxide reflect the lower energy consump-
tion of the sulfite process. 

Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide emissions generated dur-
ing the production of paper that contains sulfite pulp are gen-
erally higher than those generated during the production of
paper that contains bleached kraft pulp. Some sulfite mills
release these pollutants from process sources. With the exc e p-
tion of total suspended solids, releases to water are higher, on
a verage, for paper that contains sulfite pulp. Table C-3 p re-
sents the ranges for business paper that contains bleached kraft
and bleached sulfite pulps. The ranges for the sulfite paper are
generally larger than are those for the kraft paper. Sulfite mills
choose from a wider range of pulping chemicals and pro c e s s
conditions than do bleached kraft pulp mills. Thus, the
releases to the environment from sulfite mills will va ry
depending on the manufacturing process and on the pro d u c t s
made at the mill.

Business Papers with Bleached Kraft Pulp and BCTMP

In this case, we compare a business paper that contains bleached
kraft pulp with one in which BCTMP replaces 20% of the
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hardwood bleached kraft pulp. High-brightness BCTMP adds
bulk, stiffness and opacity to paper, without compro m i s i n g
functional performance. Uncoated business paper with 20-30%
hardwood BCTMP has similar functional performance to the
bleached kraft product. Fi g u re C-4 and Table C-3 present a
comparison of the energy consumption and releases to the envi-
ronment generated by business papers that contain bleached
kraft pulp and bleached kraft pulp with 20% BCTMP.

Fi g u re C-4 illustrates that substituting 20% BCTMP for
h a rdwood bleached kraft pulp results in changes in energy con-
sumption and releases to the environment that are similar to
those seen in the comparison of coated papers above. Pu r-
chased energy, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and carbon diox-
ide from fossil fuels increase when BCTMP replaces hard w o o d
kraft. Pro c e s s - related air emissions, effluent flow and releases to
water decline. 

The releases associated with the BCTMP process also
depend on the age of the mill and the fuels used to pro d u c e
electricity for the pulping process. Two new Canadian
BCTMP market pulp mills operate in an effluent-free mode.
These mills also use hyd ro p ower to generate electricity. T h u s ,
e n e r g y - related air emissions for paper that contains BCTMP
f rom these mills would be smaller than those shown in Fi g u re
C - 4. Using hyd ro p owe r, howe ve r, results in other impacts on
the environment. The releases of sulfur dioxide, nitro g e n
oxides, particulates and carbon dioxide in all four comparisons
assume that the mill purchases electricity from a utility that
uses the national fuel mix of the United States. This fuel mix
contains mostly oil and coal.

Appendix D. Examples of Evaluation Forms for
Environmental Performance Indicators

A Task Force member has designed forms for its purchasers to
use to collect data on the environmental performance indica-
tors. Figures D-1 and D-2 contain these forms for the indica-
tors of general environmental performance and the perf o r m a n c e
indicators for bleached kraft and sulfite mills, respectively. 
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Figure C-1
Average Environmental Parameters for Coated Paperboard
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Energy Usage
(millions of Btu’s per air-dried ton
of product)

Total 37.8 -39.3 40.0 -41.6 35.4 -37.0 37.6 -39.2 26.6 -28.2

Purchased 13.6 -21.2 15.8 -23.4 9.6 -17.2 13.1 -20.7 10.0 -15.8

E N E R G Y- R E L ATED AIR EMISSIONS
(pounds per air-dried ton of pro d u c t )

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 23.3 -31.5 26.1 -34.3 18.8 -27.0 22.8 -31.0 16.8 -23.2

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) 13.2 -16.0 14.6 -17.4 11.1 -13.9 13.0 -15.8 9.1 -11.3

Particulates 10.4 -12.2 11.5 -13.1 9.4 -11.3 10.4 -12.1 7.7 -7.8

Carbon dioxide (CO2) - total 9,600 -11,200 9,800 -11,500 9,400 -11,100 9,400 -11,200 7,400 -8,000

Carbon dioxide (CO2) - fossil fuel 2,300 -3,700 2,600 -4,000 1,600 -3,000 2,200 -3,600 1,900 -2,900

PROCESS-RELATED AIR EMISSIONS
(pounds per air-dried ton of pro d u c t )

Hazardous air pollutants (HAP) 2.4 2.0 2.3 - 2.9 2.4 3.0

Volatile organic compounds (VOC) 5.7 5.7 5.4 - 5.8 5.7 4.8

Total reduced sulfur (TRS) 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.37 0.35

EFFLUENT QUANTITY
(gallons per air-dried ton
of final product)

Mean effluent flow 22,000 22,000 14,700 20,500 11,300

EFFLUENT QUALITY
(kilograms per air-dried metric ton
of final product)

Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) 0.3 - 6.7 0.3 - 6.7 0.3 - 6.7 0.3 - 6.7 0.2 - 2.8

Total suspended solids (TSS) 0.2 - 9.8 0.2 - 9.8 0.2 - 9.8 0.2 - 9.8 0.7 - 6.1

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 15.8 - 79.5 15.8 - 79.5 15.8 - 79.5 15.8 - 79.5 5.1 - 24.2

SOLID WASTE
(kilograms per air-dried metric ton
of final product)

Total waste generation 191 191 191 191 91

Table C-1
Environmental Parameters for Coated Paperboard

50% D 100% D 0+100% D AVERAGE
COATED

UNBLEACHED KRAFT

SOLID BLEACHED SULFATE

E N V I R O N M E N TAL PA R A M E T E R S
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Figure C-2
Average Environmental Parameters for Coated Publication Papers
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Energy Usage
(millions of Btus/per air-dried ton
of product)

Total 32.8 - 34.3 34.6 - 36.1 31.0 - 32.5 32.8 - 34.3 30.2 - 31.0

Purchased 14.6 - 20.6 16.4 - 22.5 11.4 - 17.4 14.4 - 20.4 19.9 - 23.0

E N E R G Y- R E L ATED AIR EMISSIONS
(pounds per air-dried ton of pro d u c t )

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 23.0 - 29.6 25.3 - 31.9 19.4 - 26.0 22.6 - 29.1 27.5 - 30.8

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) 12.3 - 14.6 13.5 - 15.8 10.7 - 12.9 12.2 - 14.4 14.3 - 15.5

Particulates 10.3 11.1 9.6 10.3 10.4

Carbon dioxide (CO2) - total 8,700 - 9,300 9,000 - 9,600 8,700 - 9,300 8,700 - 9,300 6,900 - 7,200

Carbon dioxide (CO2) - fossil fuel 2,500 - 3,600 2,800 - 3,900 1,900 - 3,100 2,400 - 3,500 3,200 - 3,800

PROCESS-RELATED AIR EMISSIONS
(pounds per air-dried ton of pro d u c t )

Hazardous air pollutants (HAP) 1.8 1.5 1.7 - 2.2 1.8 1.1

Volatile organic compounds (VOC) 4.6 4.6 4.3 - 4.7 4.7 3.7

Total reduced sulfur (TRS) 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.14

EFFLUENT QUANTITY
(gallons per air-dried ton
of final product)

Mean effluent flow 22,000 22,000 14,700 20,500 16,500

EFFLUENT QUALITY
(kilograms per air-dried metric ton
of final product)

Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) 0.3 - 6.7 0.3 - 6.7 0.3 - 6.7 0.3 - 6.7 0.2 - 5.1

Total suspended solids (TSS) 0.2 - 9.8 0.2 - 9.8 0.2 - 9.8 0.2 - 9.8 0.4 - 8.2

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 15.8 - 79.5 15.8 - 79.5 15.8 - 79.5 15.8 - 79.5 9.6 - 56.3

Adsorbable organic halogens (AOX) 1.5 - 1.8 0.6 0.1 - 0.2 1.1 - 1.3 0.6 - 0.7

SOLID WASTE
(kilograms per air dried metric ton
of final product)

Total waste generation 200* 200* 200* 200* 190*

Note:

* Not statistically different

Table C-2
Environmental Parameters for Coated Publication Papers

50% D 100% D 0+100% D AVERAGE
LIGHTWEIGHT

COATED GROUNDWOOD

COATED FREE SHEET

E N V I R O N M E N TAL PA R A M E T E R S
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Figure C-3
Average Environmental Parameters for Business Papers

with Bleached Kraft and Bleached Sulfite Pulps



Energy Usage
(millions of Btu per air-dried to
of pro d u c t )

Total 36.2 - 37.7 38.2 -39.7 34.1 -35.5 36.0 -37.5 31.4 31.4 - 36.4

Purchased 14.1 - 21.0 16.1 -23.1 10.4 -17.3 13.6 -20.6 12.1 16.9 - 22.5

E N E R G Y- R E L ATED AIR EMISSIONS
(pounds per air dried ton of pro d u c t )

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 23.4 -30.9 25.9 - 33.4 19.2 - 26.7 22.9 -30.4 20.9 - 72.6 24.9 - 31.0

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) 13.1 - 15.6 14.4 - 16.9 11.1 -13.7 12.9 -37.4 11.4 - 37.4 13.9 - 16.0

Particulates 11.7 12.6 11.0 11.7 10.5 11.4 - 11.5

Carbon dioxide (CO2) - total 9,700 - 10,500 10,100 - 10,900 9,700 -10,500 9,800 - 10,600 9,200 9,000 -9,600

Carbon dioxide (CO2) - fossil fuel 2,300 -3,700 2,600 - 3,900 1,600 -2,900 2,200 -3,500 2,000 2,700 -3,700

PROCESS-RELATED AIR EMISSIONS
(pounds per air-dried ton of pro d u c t )

Hazardous air pollutants (HAP) 2.0 1.7 2.6 2.1 11.3 1.7

Volatile organic compounds (VOC) 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.4 8.0 4.8

Total reduced sulfur (TRS) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.3

EFFLUENT QUANTITY
(gallons per air-dried ton
of final product)

Mean effluent flow 22,000 22,000 14,700 20,500 45,500 18,300

EFFLUENT QUALITY
(kilograms per air-dried metric ton
of final product)

Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) 0.3 - 6.7 0.3 - 6.7 0.3 - 6.7 0.3 - 6.7 0.3-6.7 2.8

Total suspended solids (TSS) 0.2 - 9.8* 0.2 - 9.8* 0.2 - 9.8* 0.2 - 9.8* 0.4-10.7* 4.2

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 15.8 - 79.5 15.8 - 79.5 15.8 - 79.5 15.8 - 79.5 63.7-200 36.0

Adsorbable organic halogens (AOX) 1.6 - 1.8 0.6 0.1 - 0.2 1.1 - 1.3 0 - 5.2 0.9 - 1.0

SOLID WASTE
(kilograms per air-dried metric ton
of final product)

Total waste generation 191* 191* 191* 191* 177* 181*

Note:

* Not statistically different
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Table C-3
Environmental Parameters for Business Papers

50% D 100% D 0 + 100% D AV E R A G E
B L E A C H E D

SULFITE PULP

BLEACHED KRAFT PULP

E N V I R O N M E N TAL PA R A M E T E R S
BLEACHED KRAFT PULP

WITH 20% BCTMP
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Figure C-4
Average Environmental Parameters for Business Papers

with Bleached Kraft Pulp and BCTMP
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Table D-1
Indicators of General Environmental Performance

HOW TO OBTAIN DATA :

• From supplier, obtain state permit requirements, supplier emissions data, and statistical process variability for the 
parameters below. Mills have this data, as they monitor these parameters on an on-going basis.

HOW TO USE DATA :

• Compare supplier reported data to state permit requirements to determine the following: 
1. Is supplier in compliance with environmental regulations?
2. Does supplier’s environmental performance go beyond compliance?

• Compare on-going annual data to determine whether supplier is demonstrating continuous environmental improvement.  
(Improvements that have been made in the past should be considered, as well as current information, and plans for the future.)

• Discuss with supplier the following: 
1. The technologies and other process changes the mill has made to achieve this level of performance.
2. Their future plans to improve upon current level of performance and the desired impact.

Values for these indicators reflect:
manufacturing technology used by mill type
and effectiveness of pollution-control
equipment

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)
Unit of measure = kg/metric ton of product

Color
Unit of measure = kg/metric ton of product

Fresh Water Use
Unit of measure = gallons/ton of product

Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)
Unit of measure = pounds/ton of final product.

Nitrogen Oxides (NOX)
Unit of measure = pounds/ton of final product

Total Reduced Sulfur Compounds (TRS)
Unit of measure = pounds/ton of final product

Total Energy Consumption
Unit of measure = millions of Btu’s/ton of final product

Purchased Energy Consumption
Unit of measure = millions of Btu’s/ton of final product

1994 Supplier
Annual Monthly

Average

1994 Supplier
Process

Variability
(Percentage)

Supplier
State

Permit Levels

1996 Supplier
Annual Monthly

Average

1995 Supplier
Process

Variability
(Percentage)

1995 Supplier
Annual Monthly

Average

1996 Supplier
Process

Variability
(Percentage)

All data should be provided on a per ton of product manufactured basis.
The monthly average provides information about the mill’s level of performance. As mills implement pollution-prevention technologies, the magnitude of the performance indicators should decrease.
The variability provides some information about the mill’s ability to control the manufacturing process. Improved process control, maintenance and housekeeping should reduce the variability of these indicators over time.
Information can be provided on a specific mill basis or on an aggregated basis at the division or company level.
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Table D-2
Performance Indicators for Bleached Kraft and Sulfite Pulps

HOW TO OBTAIN DATA :

• From supplier, obtain state permit requirements, supplier emissions data, and statistical process variability 
for the parameters below.  Mills have this data, as they monitor these parameters on an on-going basis.

HOW TO USE DATA :

• Discuss with supplier the following:
1. The bleaching technologies employed to achieve this level of performance. (For guidance, refer to 

technology pathway presented in Recommendation 3.)
2. Their future plans to improve on their current level of performance.

• Compare the data reported by all manufacturers of the same product category to compare the 
environmental performance of the pollution-prevention technologies installed by each supplier.

• Compare on-going annual data to determine whether supplier is demonstrating continuous environmental improvement.
(Improvements that have been made in the past should be considered, as well as current information, and plans for the future.)

Values for these indicators reflect:
• The performance of pollution-prevention

technologies and operations employed by a
mill, (the magnitude of the indicators depends
on the technologies installed at the mill).

• Where a mill is along the technology pathway
presented in Recommendation 3.

Bleach Plant Effluent Flow
Unit of measure = gallons/ton of air-dried pulp

Adsorbable Organic Halogens (AOX)
Unit of measure = kg/metric ton of air-dried pulp

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)
Unit of measure = kg/metric ton of air-dried pulp

Dioxins (in bleach plant filtrates)
Unit of measure = picograms/liter of water (parts per quadrillion)

1994 Supplier
Process

Variability
(Percentage)

1995 Supplier
Annual Monthly

Average

1994 Supplier
Annual Monthly

Average

1996 Supplier
Process

Variability
(Percentage)

1996 Supplier
Annual Monthly

Average

1995 Supplier
Process

Variability
(Percentage)

All data should be provided on a per ton of product manufactured basis.
The monthly average provides information about the mill’s level of performance. As mills implement pollution-prevention technologies, the magnitude of the performance indicators should decrease.
The variability provides some information about the mill’s ability to control the manufacturing process. Improved process control, maintenance and housekeeping should reduce the variability 
of these indicators over time.
Information can be provided on a specific mill basis or on an aggregated basis at the division or company level.
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